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Holland City News.
VOL. XIII.— NO.
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ptanrt m\j

^cu-5.

OFFICE: No.

52

WILLIAM

-

‘

full

iness.

Fresh roasted Peanuts

CO., Dealers In all
kinds of Furniture, Curtains,Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins, Picture Frames, etc.: River st.

lYl

:

Q»sral Dialtn.

Kremehs & Bangs.

Y7AN PUTTEN G„ A SONS., General Dealers
Strictly pure Paris Green, Powdered
in Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats
Heitlr Eiecntet and Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street. Hellebore and Insect Powder at
KREMER3 & BANGS, Druggists.

Y

TERMS OP ADVERTISING:

Botsli.

One eqnare of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 centa for
first Insertion,and 25 cents for each enbseqaent
insertionfor any period under three mouths.
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FITS: All Fits stopped, free by Dr.

_

\J

HOTEL.

lUCENIX

Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
Located neaMhe Chi. A W. Micn/R’y deceit,
tor

accommoda-

HOTEL.

D

Mich.

Roadi

_

J^OONE

H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
andbarnonMarket sireet. Everything fint-

Chicago St West Michigan Railway.

class.

to

Nl’t

Holland
Chicago.
Day

Exp. Exp.

Mall.

to

Mail.

TOWNS.

Holland.

Day

Ni’t

TJAVERKATK, G.

J., Livery and Boarding
stable.Fine rigs and good horses can always be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s

JLL

Hotel.

Exp.

p.ra. D. m.la. m.
p.m. p. m.
10tO5 1 10 10 15 ....Holland ..... 2 55 10 05
10 30
10 35 East Saugatuck 2 45
10 40
10 45 .New Richmond. 2 45 9 42
11 82 2 05 11 80 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 05 9 07
11 55 2 17 11 5*) _____ Bangor. ... 2 37’ 8 55
1 25 3 00 1 05 .Benton Harbor.12 40 8 00
1 50 8 10 l 15 . .St. Joseph...12 »>; 7 55
8 15 4 2) 2 30 ..New Buffalo..11 30' 7 18
-j 780 6 50 5 25 ....Chicago ..... 8 55 340

83-tf

a.m. p.m

p.

m.

to
Rapids.

to

pm.

p.m.ja. m.
a. m.lp. m.
10 05 3 00[t5 ft) ....Holland ..... 10 10i 1 15
3 12 5 13 ...Zeeland ..... 10 02
3 80 5 35 .. Hudson vllie... 9 45
3 43 5 50 ....Grandvlile...9 82
i6 45 400 0 10 ..Grand Rapids.. 9 15 i*2 25
p .m. p.m. a. m.
a. m. p.m.

to
Muskegon.

p.m. a. m. a.

....Holland. ... 1 Id
...West Olive...
...Johnsville....____
..Grand Haven.. 12 25
...Ferrysburg... 12 20
..Muskegon... 11 55

9
9
9
8
18

50
40
15
55
85

9 17

907
8 50
8 40
t8 05

B. dealer in Farm Implements
and Machinery,oor. River end Ninth Street.

28, 1888. 42tf

jP.

h. wilimis,
has put In his shop

Votary Publlei.

CTEGENGA, A.

and

P., Justice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at ihort
notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan
9-ly

new engine

0

latest im

icbigan.

muebinery,
and is preparedto
fujrnlshpumps,
drive points, iron
or wooden pipes,
at wholesale or retail, at tbe most
reasonable prices;

R.
Physicianand Surgeon, can be
B EST.
found in
River and Eighth
Vanderveeu’sBlock.
his office,cor.

streets in

REMERS, H., Physician

m.

and Surgeon. Realstreet, cor. of Market
street. Office at the drag store of Kremers
Bangs. Office hoars from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and
from 5 to 6 p.
50-ly

IA. deuce on Twelfth

A

proved

pump

Phnloiaai,

it

boiler, and the

also
implements

agricultural

of all descriptions; the Ester-

Resolved.That the report of the committee on
NOTICE AND INTRODUCTION Of BILLS.
streetsand bridges also a()eclflcatlons
and conAid. Rose, accordingto notko at a previous ditionsfor Cedar street special street assessment
meeting, introduced an ordluanfc. entitled,an or- district be and are hereby approved and adopted.
dinance To guard against the calamities of fire, —Adopted.
said ordinance was read a first and second time by
By Aid. Werkman—
ita title and made tho specisl order of the day for
Resolved,That the clerk advertise In the Dol<
Monday, 7:80 p. m. August 11, 1884.
land Crrr News, two Insertions,for scaled proNOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
posals for doing tho work of Improving and gnul*
By Aid. Rose—
Ing Cedar sireet specialstreetassessment district,
Ruotrtd, That the $2,000 loaned the water fund that the Common Council will be at thotr rooms
Tuesday, 8 o’clock p. m., August 19, 1884, to ex*
from the general fund bo replaced. -Adopted.
amine bids and award the Job.— Adopted.
By Aid. Beukema—
Risotved,That the matter of finance in regard to
The committee on streetsand bridges submitted
settling with the contractors of water works be re- the following:
ferred to tbe committee on ways and means.—
Gentlemen :— Your committee on streets and
Adopted,
bridges to whom was referred the estimates and
expenseof the grade and gravel of that part of
By Aid. Kanters—
Eleventh street lying between tho west side of
Jfeioftttf,That the committee on pnbllc buildings and property are hereby instructed to have River and the center of maple street, would re*
spectfullyreport that they have had the same unfixed up the floor and doors of Colombia Engine
der considerationand would reccommend the
rooms.— Adopted.
adoption ol the following resolntlona:
By Aid. Werkman—
Resolved,That the Common Connell have deterifcsofr/tf,That the reports of the city surveyor mined to tirade and gravel that part of Eleventh
on Tenth and Eleventhstreets be referred to the street lying between me west side of River street
committeeon streets and bridgea.-Adopted.
and tbe center of Maple streetIn the city of HolConnell adjournedto Wednesday, 7:80 p. m. land, and that in making said grade, tbe said part
of
said street be graded the whole width thereof,
August 6. 1684.
aocordtng to plans, diagrama and profiles ofsald
streetto Do hereafteradopted by tbe Common
Council, and when It is found necessarythe sideHolland, Mich., August 0, 1681,
-

Twine Self-binder,the Rawson Reaper
and Mower, the Howe Reaper and the Adwalks and crosswalks be taken np and relald after
p.m. p. m. p.m. TT ATE 8. 0. E., Physician and Surgeon. Office vance Mower, the Orand de Tours threeThe Common Council met pursuantto adjourn- tbe grade Is made, according to dtrectlona of the
Common Connell, and that after said grade la finX al residence on the corner of River and horse sulky plow, tho Bissel, South Bend ment and was calledto order by the Mayor.
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
Mayor Beach,
beach, Aldermen Ter ished, a strip 18 feet wide through Die center of
Membera present: Mayor
From Holland
From Allegan to Eleventh streets, formerlyoccupiedby the late plow, best in the market, the Reramingsaid pill of. said street be covered with gravel
Dr. B.
43-ly.
Vree, Rom, Beukema, Werkman, Nyland and the
Holland.
to the average thickness ol nine inches, so spread
ton iron-beamsteel plow, Kalamazoo clerk.
that it will be 12 Inches thick In tbe center and 5
p. m. a. m.
a.m. p. m.
Spring Tooth drags, the best straight tooth r On motion the reading of the minntes was dis- inches
VI' ANTING, A. G., Physician and Sargeon;
on the sides, of the kind used on Ninth
3 00 •3 00 ........ Holland ....... 10 10
1 85
pensed with and the regular order of buslneas
harrow
for
finishing
land
made,
containIfl.
office
at
Graafrchap
Village,
Allegan
connty,
•treet
or of a kind equal thereto, and that the
3 20 8 80 ........ Fillmore ....... 9 50
1 05
was
suspended.
28-1 j.
whole cost of said Improvement, grading and
8 J1) 8 50
9 42 12 50 Mich. Officehours from 18 to 2 p.
ing 60 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills,
The committeeon streets and bridges reported graveling, be paid by specialassessmentnpon the
8 47 0 30
980 12 15
8 inches for every tooth, Dowaeiac Wheel tbe following,to-wlt;
lots and lands shuttingon said part of said street
4 15 10 10 ...... .Allegan ........ 9 05 •11 85
Phtopiphsr.
Spring Tooth harrows, seeders and cultiGiniunen:— Yonr committee on streets and and on the street intersections,according to frontp. m. a.m.
a.m. p.m.
vators combined. Albion Wheel Spring bridges who were instrncted to prepare and sub- age. and that for the purpose of said special M• Mixed tralos.
TTIGGIN8, B. P. the leading Photographer,GalTooth seeders and harrows combined, mit specificationsand conditions for grading that •eisroent said part or said streetbe made and be
t Runs dally, all other trains dally except Sun
U. lery opposite this office.
part of Tenth street lying between the Chicago declared to be a special streetsssessmentdistrict,
dav. All trains run by Detroit time.
Studebakerfarm and freight wagons, and
Michigan Lake Shore railroad and Maple by the Common Connell at the time tbe plans,
Mixes Trains leave Holland, going north, at
Kalamazoo
open
top
buggies,
Watohu and Jawiiry.
street In the city of Holland and known as the diagrams, profile and estimates thereofare
:50 a m, arriving at Grand Rapids at 10:15 a m,
new kind of walking cultivators, 5-tooth, Tenth Street Special Street AaseMment District, adoptedby the Common Connell, and that the
and at 16:05 p m, arriving at Muskegon at 12:10 a
city surveyor be directed to prepare profiles, plans
m; also mixed trains leave Holland, going south, 1) REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and 8-tootb, and B-shovel, Detour sulky culti- respectfullysubmit tbe following for your consid- and diagramsofsald part of said strest, together
eration and recommend their adoption.
at 5 50 am and 8:55 am.
dealer In Fancy Goods ; Corner of Market vators, Aultmao and Russel & Co. steam
with estimates of the cost thereofand report the
1st. That the grading of that pa rt of said street
and Eighth Street.
-Adop
threashers.Engines from one-horse to be done in accordance with the profile and grade same to tbe Common Coancll forthwitb.-Adopted.
one thousand hone power. Call and see of the same as adopted by the Common Council Tbe city surveyor reported three profile* for
Michigan ani Ohio Railroad.
YXTYKHUYSEN, H., dealer In Watches, Clocks, my new goods before purchasing else June 8rd, 1884.
grade of part of Elevantnstreet, together with esYY Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Taking Effect April 6fA, 1884.
2nd. That bids for said grading shall state tbe timatts for the Improving, grading and graveling
P. H. WILMS,
Cedar streets, Holland
24-ly.
of said part of satd'streel.—Accepted.
priceof excavating and filling per cubic yard, all
River 8t., Holland, Mick., Apr. 10, *84
By Aid. Werkman—
other work u be included in one emu.
MIOT VIST CiatralTin* oonra iasti;
l(My.
Resolved,That profile No. 8 be and Is hereby ap3rd. In making said grade no iron or survey
Pass. (Mix'd Pass.
stake shall be removed or touched, or dirt re- proved, and that the profile,diagrams and estiSTATIONS Pass. Pass. Mix’d
moved
to within three feet thereof, without it be mates for Improving, grading and graveling that
A. M. A. M. P. M.
A. M. P M. P. X.
IOWIOUInI
under the direction of tbe person In charge of the part of Eleventhstreetlying between River atreet
10 10 520 505 L.Toledo.A 11 80 505 6 50
and the center of Maplo street be depositedwith
Common
Council.
work.
11 02 7 00 6 03 ..Dundee’.. 10 80 400 600
Produce, Etc.
4th. Tbe sidewalks are to be taken np wherever the city clerk for nnollc examination,and that
11 27 754 027 ...Britton..10 10 8 36 4 11
7 uesday the 20th day of August, 1864, at 8 o'clock
Hollaxd, Mich., Angurt 5, 1884
it •ball be necessary, in making said grade, and
11 32 80* 6 31 .Ridgeway.10 00 8 30 402
p. m. of said day be tbe time fixed by the Com(Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
11 43 825 0 41 .Tecnmseh. 9 W 3 19 8 42
Tbe Common Connell met in regular session relald 9 Inches, on the outer end, above grade, In a mon Council to bear any objections that may be
Apples,V bushel .................
|&
good and substantialmanner, sabjectto the ap12 00 9 00 6 57 ..Tipton... 942 802 3 10
and was called to order by the Maror.
Beans, V bushel ................ 1 25 &
proval of the Common Connell.Where necessary, made thereto.— Adopted,
12 15 9 80 7 10 Cambridge 930 2 47 2 47
Members present:Mayor Beach. Aid. Ter In making said grade, croea-walka sha-1 be taken
Tbe committee on streetsand bridgesalio reBailor, V lb .....................
15 (0
12 40 10 25 7 33 .Addison.. 906 2 91
1 55
Yree, Rom, Benkema, Burgess, Werkman, Kantera, np and relaid by tbe street commissioner nnder ported the following:
Eggs, fl dozen .....................
8 01
1 90
12 59 11 05 750 ..Jerome .. 8 51
Nyland,
Boyd
and
the
clerk.
7 67 ..Moscow.. 844 1 53
Honey, 9 A ......................
instructions of the Common Conacll,and all
1 07
1 07 11 20
Gentlinsn:— Yonr committee on streetsand
Minutes of last two meetings were read and ap- shade trees shall be taken np and reret or low- bridges to whom was referred the report of the
Onions, V bushels ...............
1 19 11 46 807 ..Hanover. 883 1 41 12 37
proved.
Potatoes, f) bushel ................ 25
ered, where found neceMary, In making said city surveyor of tbe expense of the graveling of
1 80 12 10 8 18 ..Pulaski .. 8 88 1 80 12 10
rarmoxs AND ACCOUNTS.
grade.
1 52 1 06 840 .. Homer .. 800 1 00 11 20
that part of Tenth street, lying between the wsst
2 22 2 22 9 09 ..Marshall 7 32 12 37 10 10
Wm. H. Demlng and twenty-three others, own5th. The Common Connell reservestbe right line of the right of way of tbe Chicago and MichiGrain, Feed, Eto.
7 19 12 25
046
834 2 40 9 22 ...Ceresco.
ers or having the care of lots abutting on that part to reject any or all bids, to alter or emend the pro- gan Lake Shore railroadand Maple etreet, known
(Correctedevery Friday by W. H. Beach.)
256 380 9 40 Battle Cr’k 700 12 05 900
of Tenth street that lies west of River street, pe- file, plans and diagramaof said street, the differ- ae Tenth streetspecial streetassessment district,
320 4 15 P. M. .jVugusta. A. X. 11 43 8 12 Buckwheat, V boahel ..... ....... © i
titioned the Council that the grading of the said ence, if any. In expense, shall be compnted at the respectfullysnbmlt the following reeolntlons are
.Tortville..
11 84
753 Bran, A 100 lbs .....................
329 483
part of Tenth street be Indefinitely postponed.— contract price and paid to tbe city of Holland or tbe result of their investigation and deliberation,
<ja
4
46
..Richland..
11
28
7
39
380
Acceptedand laid npon the table.
and recommend their adoption:
tbe contractor,as the ease may be.
Barley, 9 100 A .....................
10 49 6 15
..Montleth.
4 16 6 M
Clover seed, V t> .................. 5 00
O. P. Becker petitioned the Connell for the pnv0tb. The whole work of grading to be finished
Resolved, 1st, That the Common Coancllhave
5 55
....Fisk...,
10 89
4 27 6 23
Corn Meal V 100 fcs ................
Uege of putting down a gravel walk on the north and completedand ready for acceptanceby the determinedto gravel a strip 84 feet widethrongh
10 33 540
..Kellogg..
483 036
Corn, shelled 9 bushel .....
»••• ••••
aide of Eighth street, abont forty feet in length, Cemmon Council on or before the 16th day of Oc- the center of that part of Tenth steet, lying boA Allegan L
10 20 5 15
4 45 7 00
Flour, flbrl ....... .......
••••#•
••
being that part of the sidewalk in front of the tober, 1884, and if not ao completed at that time tween tbe right of way of the Chicago and MichA. X. A. X. Fine Corn Meal 9 100 Iba
r.
P. M.
roadway leading to hla mill— Referred to the com- the Common Conncii reserves the right to do so at igan Lake Snore railroad and Maple street In the
Feed, V ton ...............
mittee on •treetsand bridges with power to act.
city of Bollsnd, which part of said atrest baa
tbe expenseof the controctor.
Train Connections.
“ tflOOlb ............>••••••••
.......
The following bills were presented for payment:
71k. The contractor will be required to give been designated by ths Common Conidl as
At Toledo, with all railroads^verging. At Dun- Hay, 6 ton.... ................ .. 7 00
R. E. Werkman, six wire window screens $ 0 00 bonds in tbe penal anm of one thousand dollars, Tenth street specisl street assessment dletrlct,
• •••••••
dee, with T. A. A. A G. T. At Britton, with Middling, 9 100
City treasurer, specialassessments on
with two cnod and sufficientsureties, conditional to an averagethickness of nine Inches so spread
Wabash, Bt Louis A Pacific. . At Tecumaeh, with Oats, « bushel .........
»••••• ••••
Tenth and Cedar streets .................148 40 for the faithful performanceand completionof the that It will be 12 Inches thick in the center and
lake Shore A Mich. Southern. At Jerome with Pearl Bariev, fM00 B>.»••• •••• •ooo
Telephone Co., telephone in water works
work within the time epecifled,and each bid for 0 inches on the aides with gravel of the kind ased
L. B. A M. 8. At Hanover with L. 8. A M. 8. At Kyo 9 busn... .......
•••••OOOOO*
' 748 said work and improvement must be accompanied on Ninth street, or of a kind equal in quality
'XSU
.................................
Homer, with L.B. A M. 8. (Lansing Division) and Timothy Seed, V bushel ..........
68 85 with the names of the proposed suretiesor bonds- thereto, In accordance with the prayers of the
Air Liue Division of the Mich. Central.At Mar- Wheat, whito f bushel .............
S VerSchnre, m clt^trewnrer; * 88 88 men. The insuffleocyof any proposed surety or petition of K. Schaddelee and 1$ others, died
.............
shal], with M. 0. R. R. At Battle Creek, with Bed
85 00 bondsmen will be sufficientcanse for the Com- June 17. 1884, and In conformity with the eetlLancasterBed, 9 bushel. ,.
Chicago A Grand Trank and M. G. R. R. At Monmate of the expense thereof as reported by the
89 17 mon Council to rajoct such bid.
••
teith, with Grand Rapids A Indiana. At Allegan,
dty surveyor new on file la tbe office of the city
75 03
co“’,loner8th.
Payment
for
said
work
and
Improvement
with Chicago A Weal Mich, and L. 8. A M. 8.
H. 8. Woodruff, repairing sldewalki ......
900 to he made as soon at said work la completed and clerk,
Trains all dally except Sunday.
R. Kantere A Sons, packing for fire engines
1 05 aeceptod by tbe Common Connell. —Signed by J.
Resolved, 2nd, That all the expense ot graveling
IB. MeHUGH,
John A. Boost,
jjtocutiw.
Benkema. B. E. Werkman and M. W. Rose, com- •aid part of said Tenth street be defrayed by a
General Passenger Agent
Eagle Tire Engine Oo. ret
800 mittee.
special ameesmem npon the lots and lands lying

to

1.

West Michigan Railway.

p.m.

ly

Ledeboer.

Allegan.

\A

WM. BAUMGARTEL,
and

Agent Chicago

B.,

2 85
2 27
20ft
2 00
1 25

ami

before making your journey or

a large,

p.m. ip.m. [p.m.
8 OT 9 40

in.

Lading issued and rates

TTAN RAALTE,

From Muskegon
to Holland

3 00 10 10 t5 2.)
8 25 10.30 5 55
3 35 10 40 6 10
4 00 11 00 6 35
4 05 11 08 6 40
4 40 1) 45 7 15
p m. p.m. a. in.

me

of

Holland, Mich., Nov.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

From Holland

-^RAILWAYZ-

see

Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

p.m.

to

A

Agent

shipments.

Holland.

-

.....

WM. BAUMGARTEL,

PAUELS.VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors
IT of Ptuggtr Millt; (Steam Saw and Flour

From Grd. Rapids

Approved.

^drectiamriits.

given for freights to all points, Call

V

grade.

esse may be.
Instructions,re0th. Tbe whole work of gradingto bo finished
ported estimates for the graveling of Tenth street
tnd completedand ready for acceptance by the
special street assessmentdistrictand for Eleventh
Common Council on or before the 1st day of No*
•treet, between River and Maple streets.—Reports
vember. 1881, and If said work is not so completed
accepted.
at that time the Common Conucll reserve* the
The Clerk reported the following blda for fur- right to do so at the expenseof tho contractor,
nishing and deliveringlumber to the City of Hol7th. The contractor will be required to give
land for one year, to-wlt: J. Van Dyk
Bird,
Freight and Ticket
Common Flue 12, 14 and 10 feet Ions at nine dol- bonds in tho penal sum of three hundred dollars,
with two good and sufficientsnretles, conditional
lars and ninety cents per thousand feet, Hemlock
for tbe faithfulperformanceand completionof the
seven dollarsper thousand feet. R. E. Werkman,
work in the time specified;and each bid for said
pine lumber, $9.60 per M.
work and Improvement must be accompaniedwith
On request of Aid. Werkman he was excused the names of the proposedsureties or bondsmen.
from voting on the award of lumber contracts.
Tbe insufficiencyof an r proposed surety will be
sufficient cause for the Common Councilto reject
On motion of Aid. Boyd—
fatolred, That the contract for furnishingand such bid.
Stb. Paymeat for said work and Improvement
delivering pine lumber, for one year, to the City of
Sells tickets to all principalpoints in Holland, dc and is hereby awarded to R. E. to be made npon the completion and acceptance
John
Werkman, at $9.00 perM. and that the contract ot the work by the Common Conncll.-bigned
the United. States and Canadas. Money for furnishing and delivering Hemlock lumber, for Benkema, K. E. Workman and M. W. Rose, committee.
can be saved by purchasingticketsof me. one year, to the City of Holland, bo and Is hereby
By Aid. Nyland—
awarded to J. Van Dyk A Bird at $7 per M.

Through Bills

U., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street, near Market.

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

From Holland
Grand

submit to yonr honorablebody the price and sam- Seventh and the north line of Twelfth street in
Bindley A Co’a No. 8 cotton cable hose and the city of Holland, known as Cedar street special
also price of play pipes and would recommend the street assessment district, respectfully submit the
purchaseof 800 feet of said hose according to pro- following for yourconilderatlouand rtcommand
posal
sal of Messrs. Bindley A Oo. ; also tw<
two 8#—* their adoption;
inch Brass Pipes with handles(^$12.00: also two
1st. That the grading of said part of said street
2^—80 inch Bound and Painted with handles be done In accordance with the profile and grade
,18 00; also Fonr 1 inch noxiies, blgned,
of the same as adopted by the Common Council
T. Ranters, J, Benkema and David L. Boyd.
June 8, 1884.
The proposition of Messrs. Bindley A Co. is as
2nd. That bids for’ said grading shall state the
follows:To famish the fire department with 800 price for excavating find filling per cnblo yard, all
feet or more of their Cotton Cable Fire Engine other work to be Included in one snm.
Hose 2# Inches Internal diameterNo. 8, rubber
8rd. In making said grade no iron or survey
lined capable of standinga pressure of 400 lbs, to
the square Inch when delivered, at 75 cents per •take shall be removed or touched or dirt refoot lor hose, and no charge for Couplings(Auto- moved to within 8 feet thereof,without It be under the directionof the person In charge of the
matic) to be dell vet ed in good shippingorder on
car at Grand Rapids, Michigan, with the following work.
4th. The sldewalki sre to bs taken op, where
warranty, that sbonld any of said hose fall or give
out within forty-eight months from day of par- ever it shall be necessary lu making said grade,
chase, from any delect In material or maunfacture, and relaldnine inches on the outer edge above
to replace the same free of charge, on return of the grade, in a good and saoitantlal manner, subject
defective lengths, report and recommendation! to the approval of the Common Connell. Where
adoptedand tue committeeinstructed to make the
purchaseef hose and pipes.
under the tnstructioua of the Common Council,
COMXOTU CATIONS XBOX CITT omOCRi.
and all shade trees shall be taken op and re-sat or
The StreetCommissionerreported for the month lowered where found necessaryin making said
of July 1884.—Filed.
,
5th. The Common Connell to reserve the
The City Marshal reportedan additionalnumber of sidewalksrepaired and the receipt of the right to rejectany or all bids, to alter or amend
city treasurerfor $18.88 sldawalk moneys col- the profile, plans and diagramsof said part of said
and the difference.
If any,
lected.—
* street
...... and work,
.....
r- ---- A_. - In ex-.

Thc City Surveyer, according

1“

X&aufaotoriii,Kill*, Shops, Ste.

a.m.ip.m.

647.

cases in the month of July 1681.-

VTIBBELINK, J.

i

'

NO.

Chicago and Vest Mich.

Llvirr and Ball Stable*.

Taking Effect, Sunday, May 18, 1884.
From
• From Chicago

No

Bros., Proprietors. Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer.
fits
The onlr first-classHotel in the city. Is after first day’s use. Marvelous cures.
ated in the Dullness center of the town, and has
Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fils
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AGRICULTURAL.

for the

The Pennsylvania Railroad depot, ferryrotary of
the
'
bousss,
sheds, and drops at Jersey City, tocommittee,read the fon
formal address,
to which Mr. Hendricks responded in a gether with the piers, upon which were %
five minutes' speech accepting the nomina- number of loaded freight cars, were swept |
tion. Mr. Hendrickswas then introduced away by • fire.
gas explosion '
to each member of the committee. A gen- caused the fire, the loss from
eral handshakingfollowed, after which the which amounts to about $600,000....
people paid their respects to Mrs. Hen- LieutJ Greely and his survivingcompandricks, and then quietly dispersed.
ions were given a brilliant reception at

A

THE SEWS CONDENSED,
THE EAST.

.,

esman

'

corded.

What we started out to say was that
RaSPBKBIHEB V8. STRAWBEBME8.~Itthe strange part of this subject relates
is claimed that by statisticsit has been
to the practices and prejudicesof dairyproved that raspberries pay better than men. In tho country we find farmers
strawberries.This is a point well worth almost universally drying up their
the consideration of our small fruit- cows with the fear of hurting them if
growers. The “Franconia” is thought milked up to calving time. Near the
to bo the best raspberry.
cities, whore milk is sold to consumers,
Animal Food fob Chicks.— The Ger no attention whatever is paid to the
man town Telegraph insists upon the time a cow is due to calve. She is
necosity for feeding animal food to simply milked as long os she will give
young chickens,saying this is the prin- it, and sold if she goes dry too long be
cipal food the old hen secures for her fore calving.
brood. The meat scraps make them
Breeders of dairy cattle who handle
lay, and the variety helps make them high-pricedcows are in grave doubt on
healthy.
the subject of drying off. They all
Farm Buildings.— Convenienca of know it is a dangerouspractice if not
farm buildings is an important aid to done with care and diligence.If the
good farming, especially where much cow is neglected and forms milk in her
stock is kept and there are many udder that is not drawn off, she is sure
chores. Water should always be pro- to suffer from the neglect, while good
vided in the barn yard, the feeding milkers are almost certain to give milk
boxes should be near whore the feed is up to the day of calving, with a pretty
kept, and tho buildings should not bo general opinion that it injures the calf
very far removed from the house. I and creates too heavy a drain on the
this results in more neatness about cow. Can our dairy expounders at the
barns and barnyards' than has been Convention lay down a safe rule te
thought necessary, it will be another pursue in this matter? Let them try
it by all means. — American Dairyman.
important advantage gained.

The DemocraticCongressionalConven- Portsmouth,N. H. Nearly half the people
tion at Columbus, Ohio, nominated the of the State turned out to welcome them.
As soou as they had disembarked a procesPortsmonth, New Hampshire, on the 1st Hon. Joseph H. Outh waite. The present
sion was formed, and they were escorted
inst, where Lieut. Greely was joined by his Representative from that district is George through the city amid the cheers of the
wife and children,from California, and his L. Converse, who was conspicuous for his assembled multitude. They were formally
mother and brother, from Mossaohnsette. opposition to the Morrisontariff bill, at the welcomed by Secretary Chandler, the GovSecretaryChandler and Gen. Hazen ex- last session of Congress. His high protective ernor of New Hampshire,and the Mayor of
tended their heartiestcongratulations.... views led to his defeat fora renomination ..... Portsmouth.
The Wannamaker Company’s furniture Congressman Collins,of Boston, has acSince Jan. 1 the imports of merchandise
factory, Howard’s Hotel, a planing-miU, cepted the Chairmanshipof the Massachu- to the United States have exceeded the exlumber yard, and four saloons at setts Democratic Committee.... The RePhiladelphia were destroyed by fire, publicans of West Virginia have formed a ports in value $75,789,902.In the some
causing
loss of $100,000. ...The coalition with the Greenbackers and acDelaware and Hudson and Plattsburg cepted the nomination of Maxwell for GovCanada agDock Company’s freight houses at Platts- ernor.
burg, N. Y„ with their contents, two wareSENATOB Mahone has secured the dis- gregated $8,800,000, being the largest since
houses, and a number of loaded freight missal from the folding-room at Washing- the Portland (Me.) fire of July, 1866. Since
Jan. 1 the loss by fire has been $62,550,000.
cars were swept away by fire..,. By the
. .Returns from twenty-sevenClearing
burning of a building at New York a child ton of Col. W. E. Sims, with whom he had
perished in the flames, and four persons a bitter quarrel in the RepublicanNational Houses of the United States show for last
were fatally burned. The financial loss is Convention,because the latter yoted for week an aggregate decrease of 6.1 percent,
compared with the correspondingweek of
Salting them Down.— A farmer who
$56, 000.... Jay-Eye-See trotted a mile at Blaine.
Providencein 2:10, beating the record of
It is probable that the Democrats and last year. Outside of New YoA the de- has been highly successful in choking
HOUSEKEEPERS HELPS.
crease amounted to 19.2 per cent
Maud 8.
out Canada thistles gives the Michigan
Anti-Prohibition Republicans of Kansas
Mb. Walker, the Irish Solicitor Gener- Farmer the fruits of his experience os
The big hotels in the fashionableresorts will unite in the nomioationof a fusion
Doughnuts.— Two cups of sugar, two
al,
stated in the British Commons that Lord follows : “I keep on an average about cups of sour milk or buttermilk, three
of the East are not as extensively patron- ticket for State officers and Supreme Court
ized this year as during last and previous Judges. The Democratic conventionwill Lieutenant Spencer had decided to dismiss 200 sheep, and whenever I discover a eggs, nine tablespoonfulsof lard, two
patch of the thistles I manage to salt teaspoonfuls of soda, suit and cinnafeasons. People do not appear to have so be held at Topeka the 20th inst., and the Crown Solicitor Bolton in consequence of
much money to spend, and are willing to Anti-Prohibition Republicans will meet at the charges made against him in the Irish the sheep there, putting a small hand- mon.
National press. It was for publishingthose ful of salt in each thistle, at the root
Molasses Cake. — Two cups of moput up with boarding-houseaccommoda- the same place the same day.
charges that O’Brien, the editor ot United Besides the action of the salt, which lasses, two eggs, one cup of lard, one
tions in order to economize
. .Nearly half
Ireland, was mulcted in $15,000 in a libel tends to destroy them, the thistles are cup of buttermilk, two teaspoon fuls of
the buildings in Afton, N. Y„ were swept
suit at Belfast Lord Spencer evidently eaten by the sheep close to the ground,
away by fire, the loss being $75,000.
Following is a recapitulation of the does not think the jury in the case acted and after one or two saltings, the grass soda, one tablespoonfulof ginger and a
little salt.
without prejudice. Bolton will hardly
national debt statement issued Aug. 1:
among the thistles, os well as everyShoe Cake.— One cup of sour cream,
merest- bearloffdebt—
thing else that hides them from view,
one
cup of sugar, butter size of walnut,
and one-half per centei ........ $ 250,000.000
John 0. Montgomeby, one of the de- Four
has been eaten off so that each thistle
Four per cente .......................787,680,350
ofie teaspoonfulof soda, one teaspoonis easy to be seen and to receive its
fendants in the Emma Bond outrage case, Three per oenw .......................228,453250 deaths at Toulon. The fact that the swalful of allspice, one and a half teaRefnAotag certificates. ..............2741850
handful
of salt After this treatment spoonfuls each of cinnamon and cloves,
lows
and
sparrows
still
keep
away
from
the
is about to begin suit against the members Navy pension fund ..................
14,000,000
city is held to be evidence of a contaminated it is seldom that any thistles are seen one egg.
of the ChristianCounty mob who threatenTotal Interest-bearing debt..
.11,225.407,950atmosphere ..... At Birmingham, England, the second year.”
ed to hang him, *and who actually put a
Fruit Cake.— Two cups of sugar,
200,000 people assembled to indorse GladWire Fences. — We have quit using one cup of molasses,one cup of butter,
rope around his neck, soon after the
stone’s reform measures.
....... ‘
all wire fences. To make a fence “pig
outrage for which he was after* Legal -tender notes. .................. 846.439.iai
one cup of sour cream, five eggs, one
ward tried had been committed.... Certificatesof deposit...............15,230,000 Accobding to the reports of the Lynch- tight and horse high," all of wire re- pound of raisins, one pound of currants,
Mrs. Upmeier, of Cincinnati, undertook Gold and silver certificate* ..........238,421,661 burg (Va.) Tobacco Association the sales of quires posts not more than eight feet
spiee to taste, two level teaspoonfulsof
to split open a rocket with a hatchet. Bhe Fractionalcurrency .................6,978,491 leaf tobacco thus far this season have agapart and eight strands of wire. This soda, flour to make quite stiff.
and her daughter were fatallyinjured by
TotaLwlthontInterest .......... $ 605,369,598 gregated 19,000,000 pounds, 2,000,000 is too expensive.Such a fence costs
the explosionwhich followed, and two
Steamed Coen Bread.— One pint of
pounds less than the sales for the corre- ns hear $435 per mile, or at the rate of
Total
debt (principal) ............. u 043 303 ago
children were fatallyhart
. .Four daughcameU,
one pint of corn meal, one halfsponding
period
of
last
year.
The
sales
Total tatewst. __!:.
’SS
$1.35 per rod. We are now building a
ters of Nathan Miller, residingnear Maryscup of molasses, one egg, little salt,
Total cash In Treasury ............. ** 405, 910, *003 are now increasing and the manufacturer!
combination fence altogether— two
ville, Kan., were killed by lightning while
report a better demand
wet with sour-milk ; to every cup of
boards below and three strands of wire
sleeping ... The village of Luning, Nev., Bonds Issued to Padflo Railway
milk, one level teaspoonful of soda.
A dispatch from Lexington, Ky., says:
except the railroadddpot, was destroyed by
above. We put the post sixteen feet
te£i£!rrtp*y*u'bi'
Steam three hours brown in oven.
fire.
Prindpal outstanding. .............. $ 64.623.512 Reports from along the line of the Chesa- apart, with short posts between to
Fruit Jumbles. — One pound of suInterest
accrued,
not
yet
paid. ...... m 117 peake and Ohio Railroad give evidence of
which to nail the boards. Old posts
W. W. Culbebtson,a member of ConInterest paid by United States.. ..... 63.099.504
gar, one pound of butter, one pound
a
bitter
fight
over
the
election
of
Appellate
which
have
rotted
off
in
the
ground
are
gress from Kentucky, who was stopping at
Interest repaid by companies—
Judge from the First District of Ken- used for the short posts. We set the and a quarter of flour, six eggs, half a
the National Hotel in Washington, fired five By transportation service. ........... $
18,148,923 tucky. In an altercation at Enterprise, posts at least two feet deep, and then pound of currants, a little soda and nutshots into his head, inflicting dangerous By cash payments, 6 per cent, net
Robert Griffy shot and killed two men, plow on either side, throwing the earth meg. Mix the batter, sugar, spice, and
earnings................
655,198
wounds. The cause is said to have been Balance of Interestpaid by United’ *
and then died from the effects of a toward the posts, till we Lave a ridge eggs, then the currents,next the soda,
depression from excessive indulgencein
..............................44.295.381 shot from the pistol of one of his
liquor.
and two ditches. Then we put on the and lastly the flour
victims, who fired before he was killed
Gingerbread. — Five pounds of flour,
boards
and wires. Such a fence costs
While practicing on the Shelbyville
himself, or from the pistol of some untwo
and one-quarterpounds of treacle,
us
$300
per
mile.
This
includes
all
known person. At Morehead a fight took
(Ind.) track, Miss Nellie Burke, the rider,
matejrials, hauling and building. We one and one-half ounces of ginger,
place
near
the
polls
between
William
TrumMb. Theodobe H. Gbowney, a civil
was thrown from her stallion,Hancock,
bo and H. G. Price, and after exchanging used the best galvanized wire, with ground very fine; one pound of butter,
but not seriously hurt, while, by rushing engineer of San Francisco, who has been
shots the fight became general. The first barbs three inches apart This wire is one and one-quarter pound of moist
against a fence, the horse, which was employed on the Panama Canal, in an in- man to drop was Solomon Bradley, killed
heavier than ordinarily used, a strand a sugar, a very little salt Boll it, when
valued at $2,000, was impaled, and died on
terview published in the San Francisco by a bullet above the ear. and the second mile long weighing from 360 to 375 thorougly mixed, into a thin paste, and
the spot.... The Grand Central Depot at
death was that of Add Sizemore, of Gates pounds. With a little practice,the cut it into small cakes, bake in a quick
Cincinnati was formally opened last week. Chronicle, gives it as his opinion that the Station, and the wounding of Allen Sutwork will not be completed under the preswire can bo stretched and stapled very oven, and watch, as the cakes are soon
The building cost $800,000.
'in and John Martin and John Day folTons of dead fish, chieflyperch, are ent management The expense will ex- lowed. The Sheriff is said to have killed rapidly. The end posts must we well baked enough.
ceed the estimates eight times. ExtravaBey Drops.— One cup sour milk or
Sizemore, bat was shooting at some- braced, or the wire will draw them out
daily taken from Fourth Lake, near Madigance and fraud have characterized the
one
else in the crowd. Many others were of plumb.— Correspondence Country buttermilk,three tablespoonfulssugar,
son, Wis., and buried in the sandbanks conduct of the work so far, the contractors
Gentleman.
one of butter if buttermilk is not used,
outside the city. The cause of the mortal- have been ruined, and the mortality injured. At Someset, James Lay, 60 years
old, and Bant Dalton, aged 50, met at the
Seed Potatoes.—How to cut pota- one egg, scant teaspoonful soda, and
ity can not be learned.
among the workingmen has been great.
election and renewed an old quarrel,in the
“Shadows of a Great City" is in the The executions of the week included three course of which Dalton was shot and killed. toes for planting has been a subject of one of cinnamon ; add rye flour suffiiontinualinterest for discussionin the cient to made a stiff batter. Take it np
young
white
men
at
Scottsboro.
Ala.,
for
fourth week of a successfulrun at McYickAt an election booth in this city, J. G.
arson; Frank Williams, at Pine Bluff, Ark.,
farmers’ clubs and the meetings of tho by the tablespoonfuland drop into boilGeers, a Republican, shot George Stewart,
efa Theater, Chicago. It will be followed
for the murder of his wife; Wilson Stevens,
a Republican,killing him instantly,and agricultural associations, and the sub- ing hot lard, first dipping the spoon
next week by “The Pavements of Paris," at Edgefield, 8. C., for killing a peddler;
ject also of no little experiment;but into the hot lard to prevent the dough
from the French of Adolph Belot, said to Frederick Cephas, at Cambridge,Md., for Dick Mtuphy disemboweled Jack Cleary
unfortunatelyin this connection as well sticking to the spoon.
witha knife."
be a play of unusual strength and interest.
murderingMrs. Murphy; Alexander JefferSponge Pudding. — Three eggs, one
Judge Hayes, of Clinton,Iowa, released as others there is no definite record of
Edgab L. W axeman, of Chicago, has son, in Brooklyn, for taking two lives and
all the conditions prevailing at the cup of sugar, one cup of flour, two
terribly wounding a third person; and a a liquor-seller who had been fined and comorganized a company with a paid-up capital
negro named Charles Phillips, at Hunting- mitted by a Justice of the Peace. The effect time of the experiments,or of the quan- tablespoonfulsof water, one-half teaof $100,000 to continue the publication of
titativeresults secured. The subject is spoonfuls of soda, and one and one-half
don, Tenn., for the mnraer of another
of this decision is to take all liquor cases to
his sterling literary work, the Current ..... negro.
an important one, and has within the easpoonfuls of cream tartar. Beat
the district courts for trial on indictments
At a reception tendered by the St. Paul
Heavy rains have damaged hay seriously by juries. . .Fred Sharon, son Of ex- Sena- last year or two been made a matter of tho eggs tnoroughly,mix cream tartar
Chamber of Commerce to 'Robert Harris,
and caused the potato rot to put in an ap- tor Sharon, was married at San Francisco experiment In Germany, Lydecker with flour, and dissolve the soda in the
he stated that the Northern Pacific
has directedhis attention especiallyto cold water, adding it at last Bake in
intended within three years to com- pearance in Quebec. .. .The customs au- to Mrs. Louise Breckenridge,the divorced
the value of the eyes on different parts a large roasting-pan ; spread the batter
plete its branches ..... Maud 8. trot- thorities at Montreal raided four wholesale wife of the Hon. O. C. Breckenridge,and
of the tuber, and the depth of planting thinly and bake ten minutes. When
daughter
of
Mr.
Lloyd
Tevis,
President
of
ted a mile at Cleveland without a jewelry establishments and seized goods
the Wells-FargoExpress Company.
upon tho quantity of the crop. He done, spread with currant jelly, roll
skip in 2:00$. She was not accompanied worth $60,000 for undervaluation.
finds that the end eyes are more pro- while warm, and lay in a clean towel in
by a running horse. . .The present wheat
At a picnic near Glasgow, Mo., two perTHE MARKET.
crop of Colorado—2,100.000 bushels— is 5
lific than the side ones; and that a bet- the warming oven till ready to serve.
sons from Moberly got into a quarrel. Two
per cent greaterthan any previous yield.
ter crop is secured by shallow than by
Graham Gems.— One pint of graham,
NEW YORK.
policemen endeavored to restore peace
deep planting.Woolny experimented wo teaspoons of baking powder, one
..........................
16.00 ®7.25
Hoos.... ......................
$ 6>M
when one of them, Tom Suphey, was shot f^u^Extra
with potatoes that were uncut, those ablespoon of shortening, one even
..............
4.50 & coo
dead by Harrison Mickey, one of the parcut in the direction of the long diame- spoon of sugar, a little suit. Mix bak\\ heat— No. 2 Chicago ........... 89 @
.91
Hebbebt Leith, one of Stonewall Jack- ties to the quarrel. A mob lynched the
No. 2 Red ...............95 & .97* eter through the center, and those cut ing powder with flour, rub the shortenmurderer A small party of mounted men
through the short diameter, and his ing through it and stir with milk till it
Ai ^ il?
the jail at Orange Court <UTs-white ................
Pork— New Mcbs ................16.75 <317.25
crops showed that nncut potatoes fur- is thin enough to drop from a spoon.
war of the rebellion, fatally skothis cousin, House, Va., a
negro
named
John
Fi
a negro named John Fitzhugh,
nish the best seed, while of the parts of The pans should be hot and thoroughly
John Rawlings, at Leesburg, Va., during a who had made a criminal assaultupon a Beeves— Choice % CHICAGO.
Prime Steers. 6.50 @ 7.00
drunken quarrel. Both men have been white lady, and hanged to a tree in the
cut potatoes tho pointed ends were greased, and should stand on the stove
Good Shipping ......... 6.00 <9 c.50
prosperous farmers.
to Fair ....... 4.50 & 5.50
more prolific than the other halves of vhile they are filled, and a moment
woods near by. At Raton. New Mexico, a Hogs...Common
......
5.5o 0,6.oo
the tubers. He found also that the onger, until the gems begin to riser
An association formed in Hamburg has greaser who had assaulteda young girl Hour— Fancy White Winter Ex 5.25 <35.75
Good to Choice Spring. 4.60 (rt 5.25
pointed ends gave larger tubers than ben they must be put on the upper
purchased134,000 acres of land in the cor- was given a horse-whippingby the American citizens and then hanged to a cotton- Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............82 <3 .83
the medium-sized whole potatoes. Ex- grate of the oven. They will bake in
ner of North Carolina, next to Georgia. wood tree by thirty men of his own race.
No. 2 Red Winter;* ..... 88 & .89
cept to increase the seed, therefore,it ifteen minutes if the oven is hot.
Cohn— No. ....................... 55 $
The agent will compromise with 1,500
Oats— No. ....................... 30 @ .31
is better, in view of the quantity and
Cream Pie.— Bake a crust in a large
squatters,and intends to colonize 2,000 or
Rre-No.2. .......................
.62
quality ,of the crop, to plant whole unBarley— No. .................... ci & .63
more Germans on the tract.
>io pan; lift it out on a plate; for filiButter— Choice Creamery ....... is & .20
cut potatoes. On the other hand, Forng, take one pint of very rich milk,
Mbs. Frances Stegall, a widow, aged
Fine Dairy .............13 <g .15
The trial of dynamiters at Warwick, Enbisch finds that there is a limit to the "boil three-fourths of it; with the reCheese— Fall Cream .............07 & .09*
70, who died a few days ago near Monroe,
gland, resulted in a sentence of penal serviweight or size of the potatoes to be maining one-fourthstir two tablespoouSkimmed Flat ..........05 <$ .06
N. C., confessed that she had murdered her tude for life for John Daly and a term of Logs— Fresh ...................... 14 <<$ .15
used for seed, but he does not state uls of corn starch; add to the boiling
Potatok— New, per brl .........1.50 <9 1.75
husband by pouring molten lead into his
what this limit may be. Yet he finds milk, stirring all the time; then add
twenty years for James Egan. McDonnell Pork— Mess ..................... 23.73 @24.25
ear thirty years ago. She refused to say
Lua> ..............
..... 07 & .07* that the extension of disease in the one-half teacup of sugar, then the yolks
pleaded
guilty
to treason -felony,and was
What was the motive of the crime.
TOLEDO.
crop tends to increase with the in- of two eggs, well beaten and thmned
releasedon bail. Daly admitted having Wheat-No. 2 Red ................ st @ .86
buried nitro-glycerine in his garden.... CORN— No. ....................... 54 & .56
creased size of the seed.— C/ttcaoo with a little milk. Bemove from the
POLITICAL.
35 (<n ,37
Sixty-fivepounds of dynamite were Oats— No. .....................
Tribune.
fire; flavor with vanilla and nutmeg,
MILWAUKEE.
stolon from
magazine near Glas- WHEAT-NO. .....................
82 & .83
Drying
Cows.— Should dairy and pour into the crust Whip the
The Prohibitionistsare disposed, it is gow, Scotland.
thieves ore Corn -No. ....................... 54 @ .56
cows be dried off, or should they be whites; add one-half teacup sugar;
said, to confine themselves to the effort to not known, and some alarm prevails.... Oats — No. ......
30 (<t ,37
milked up to calying time, if they ore rest the pie, and place in the oven to
.................... 61 <9 .62
cany Kansas and Maryland for St. John. Henri Laube, the German poet and littera- POBK— Mess ......................
16.00 {*18.60
disposed
to yield milk up to that time? brown slightly. Serve cold.
If they can obtain a large campaign fund teur, died at Vienna, aged 78 years ..... A Lard .............................7.25 @ 7.50
To answer this questionpat, yes or no,
panic prevails at Foo Choo, owing to the
ST. LOUIS.
they may extend their operationsto other
86
He Explained.
belief that war between China and France Wheat-No. ..................... 84
would only betray the ignorance of the
States. The leaders have great relianceon is considered inevitable.
speaker on the subject of dairymen's
“Pa, what does *carryingthe banner
the generosityof the CaliforniaProhibitionJohn Mobley, the English Radical
practices and prejudices. ,We know of mean?’” asked a precocious 6-year-old
ists.... The national Democratic notificaPonK-Mess ......... .........ifl£ gjeS
no subject that needs intelligent airing of his parent
tion committeewaited upon Gov. Cleveland member of Parliament,said at a recent
CINCINNATI
at the meetings of our Dairymen’s AsWheat-No.
2
Red
................
85
&
’It means walking around all night
at the Capitol in Albany on the 29th nit. political meeting in London in reference to
sociation this winter as much as this. so as to be up early in the morning.
Col. Vilas, in addressing the nominee, re- the House of Lords: “We must end it or Jinxed'::;:;:;.::::::::::;:: ' f
It is well-known to all that no matlez But why do yon ask.”
minded him that he was sought onfe for mend it." This is the motto of the EnI reforms he could accomplishas the
how great may be the flow of a cow’s
“Because I heard ma tell the new
glish Radicals in their crusade against
.............
®
lit of a free people, from high expectamilk, when she first calves, if she goes preacher that you ‘carried the banner’
the House of Peers ____ Mr. Gladstone,
created by his record as an adminis- in announcing the failure of
Egyjp^ the flit
at the battle of Gettysburg, and that if
...... and fidelity. The Governor tian conference,stated that, while ___ Corn -Mixed ..................• .57 «t m
you continued as you were doing now,
Dats-No,
2I Mixed ..... ..... ... . .34 g ^85
ressing confidence that the delegatesagreed Upon thd necessity for a
Po UK-New
would be surprised if they would only you soon would ije. ‘carrying. it again.’”
ity of the people lay fresh loan, France refused to assent to any
test the question as to the yearly yield “My boy* go and tell your ma that if
of Democratic measures diminution of dividends under the: law of
affairs.
liquidation. . .It is adnonneed 1 that* the
committee of the Na- breach between Parnell and Dwitt has been
The
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Convention went from temporarily
however, expect that Davitt*willmake
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of his nomination for the
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authority of the

Assembly of Maryland, April
and signed by

Eddis. The

J.

10,

1774,
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which these notes
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the back of each is the legend:

“’Tis death to counterfeit ”

BLUE-BLOODEDBOOTBLACK.
and BonnuitleAdventure*of the
Young Duke of Airaayagiill.

Strang*

Chapman and William

are signed is perfectlyblack and fresh.

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

A

A slim, light-haired man, with deepblue eyes, regular features and a
short mustache turned up at the corners
of his mouth, poured out a string of
mixed Spanish and Italian oaths as he
stood at Ninth and Walnut streets,
Philadelphia. He is the bootblack who
recently decorated that corner witli a
red plush chair on a brass nail-studded
set,

The ReY. Dr. Walker, Bishop of DaTwo cases likely to give sleepless
man wherever he goes. The
nights to directors have lately been
other Sunday he preached atWahpeton,
tried in London. In the first the diDakota Territory, and as he left the
rectors of the Wreck Recovery and Sal- throne.
church a crowd of men formed a ring
A reporter asked what the trouble
vage Company were very near finding
for two men to fight. He crossed the
was.
themselves wrecked through a shareetreet, broke through the ring, sepa•'Dees nickel, eet hava ze plug,” the
holder, who vowed he had been deluded light-hairedman replied, as he gazed
rated the pugilists, and dispersed the
by their fine prospectus.The question mournfully after the retreating figure
crowd.
was whether the statementsmight be put of a ward politician.The reporter
Two years ago Charles Phillips kill- down to being oversanguine or amount- climbed into the arm-chair.
“How came you here?”
ed a hog and left the larger portion in ed to misrepresentation.One judge out
“Ah, Senor, ze storee of my travel
a branch near Harrisonburg, Louisiana.
three took the indulgent view, he woulda filla ze book. I first saw* ze
A few days ago he happened to pass the
another sided in a very lukewarm man- light where ze ohla Moresco Town of
apot and found that the hog had been ner with him, and the third was averse Algesiraslooka over ze blue water of
completely petrified. The animal will to the directors, another case Rev. Gibraltal’s Strait toward ze white sunbe sent to the world's exposition to Jr. Edgington got £1,500 damages washed walls of Cents.'’
“You express yourself with considerashow the propertiesof the water of the rom five directors,on the .ground of
kota, is a

_

_

branch.

\

A

osing

Delaware young

man, whose

money through the

misrepre-

girl sentation of the directors of the

Army

went back on him, and yet refused to and Navy Provision Market.
give up the engagement ring, sued her

Brigandage is fast dying out in Mexwhereupon her father sued the
co, thanks to the civilization which
young man for the fuel, light, and meals
always follows in the wake of the locothat were consumed during the courtfor

it,

motive; bnt in the City of Mexico itself

ship, as well as the fodder and corn for
his horse, and the case

was decided in

the old man’s favor.

band of

robbers,

known

their powers. These midnight

Mr. Kasson, who goes to Berlin as
ihe American Minister, has been a

as

“The

Stranglers,”are still in full surety of

murder-

ers envelope their victims in their cloak,

in its folds," and then
murder
and
rob
him. Until recently
suitor for the hand of Miss Frelinghuyhey
had
a
female
decoy, who lived at
sen, the daughter of Secretary Frethe
best
hotels,
and would, in some
linghuysen. “He has addressedher
stifle his cries

at

—The

in

Presque Isle County hay crop

is

and

is

being got np in excellent condition

shove the average
—William W.

in quality and quantity.

Clark, aged 67 years, an

old

pioneer of Blissfleld,died suddenly after
an illness of only three days, of stricture of
the

S.

colon. Mr.

.

Clark came to Blissfleld in

1830 from St Lawrence County,

New York.

— Judson Roughtaling,a burner living

passes them without due scrutiny.
Wearied travelers, who can leave their
matters in the bands of friends, are

and

Coldwater,commencingAugust 26, and

continuing through the week.

separate piles, according to the initials
of the owners’ Denies, the proper label
having been affixed on the steamer.
The places are designated by huge letters on the wall of the shed. If there
are many Smiths aboard, for instance,
there will bo a crowded congregation
of trunks and owners about
The
examining inspectors nro already drawn
np in line across the dock, and nothing

relieved of further waiting,

State Teachers’ Institute will be held

near Bronson, was terribly injured by a vicious stallion recently.The horse seized
him by the throat, laceratedit fearfully, and

after

neighbor.

larly pleasing duties, are worthy of mother, a few weeks before his birth, havhigh praise. Exceptions are few and ing been very much frightened and made
Algesiras are cousins of ze Medina far between. The questions asked hystericalby the grotesque tumblingof a
lady, R is said, did not so much object or his destruction,when a low whistle Celi;” andhe drew from his bosom a about dresses, laces, cloaks, etc , are
circus down.
to Mr. Kasson as she did to going to would bring a dozen brigands from locket with a coat-of-arms surmounted not invariably met with precisely truth—Herman Miller, one of the men entheir hiding place. The woman was by a ducal coronet and the motto:
ful rejoinders. To cheat Uncle Sam in
the Northwest to live."
revenue matters is regarded as a de- gaged in fence-building along the Michigan
captnred a few days ago and is now in “Semper Lustro."
While the reporter examined the cidedly venial sin by most of his child- Central Railroad, was killed the other day,
A wooden statue of George Wash- jail, but all efforts to break up the murington was erected in 1794 in the old derous gang have so far proved unavail- relic Rossi remarked: “Weatha too ren, native and adopted. Thu notion one mile east of Marshall. The men had
dampa, no taka shina right Bnt my is doubtless an unconscious remnant of left the handcar on the track opposite or
Battery Park, New York, where it
istorie. II Conde Enrico Rossi, of the free booting ethics of forgotten annear where they were at work. The mailstood until 1843, when alterations were
Algnazar, married in 1794 ze daughter cestors. It is slowly yielding
The Prussian people believe that of a simple toreador.A poor girl— semade in the park, and the statue was
higher
better ideas. train west came along and struck the oar
Bismarok
is
superstitions.
They
say
cret — a matrimonio segreto— and a son
Even the wealthiest are not exempt before it was entirely removed from the
sold at public auction for $250. It was
from the smuggling mania. One gen- track. Miller had hold of the car at the
that
he
is
awed
by
apparations
in
uninyou
understan?”
bought by Mr. Jaques, a gatherer of
tleman, whose name is synonymous with time and it was hnrled by the locomotive on
“Go
on.”
habited
castles,
shrinks
from
dining
xelics, and removed to South Norwalk,
“Yon
betta.
Ze old Castle proverbo almost fabulous wealth, returning from top of Miller, instantly killing him. No
Conn. When Mr. Jaques died in 1860 where thirteen sit do*n at a table, be say, ‘Ze soonest pelican hea geta ze Europe in company with His wife, was
blame can be attached to the engineer of
the statue was sold to A. Decorato, of lieves in unlucky days, and adheres td oystare.’ Zay leta no grassa grow on compelled to pay $1,800 in duties on
the train. The track at the point in quesNew York, for $300. On Tuesday it the ancient belief of the influence of zare feet"
her enormous stock of wearing apparel,
tion was straight for upward of a mile and
“Was the secret of your birth known which he contended was not dutiable,
was again sold at auction for $300 to the moon on every living thing. But,
whether it had or had not been worn. the men had abundance of time to get Hie
at
Algesiras?” _
according
to
Dr.
Busch,
this
is
all
nonDavid J. Schiff, a tobacco dealer at 273
“Oh, yes— leetle streeta boys calla He appealed to the {Secretaryof the car out of the way. As it was, the enWest One Hundred and Twenty-fifth sense, with the exception of a single
em little Duke— trowa ze mud. After Treasury, who decided against him. gineer, at the time of the accident,had the
street, who will erect it in front of his story which happened at Schonhansen
mozrire die her brozaire, a priest, He then brought suit within ninety train controlled,and brought it nearly to a
(where the Chancellor heard mysteri- bring&eem up. Wanta me to be a days in tne United States Court. His
store as a sign.
standstill. It is reported that the men in
ous footsteps in the ante-chamber of priest like eem ; go to seminario ; no go ;
wife swore that a portion of the whole
A genius of Sing Sing, New York, hie bedroom). “The jests about my don’t like eem— run away to sea— 12 had been worn in good faith. The charge of the car were under the influence
of liquor at the time.
has invented a dry battery which he ex- superstitions,” he said a few months years old. Since zen, travel all ze duties paid on that portion were re— C. L. Beagle, agent for the McCormick
funded,
while
those
on
the
remainder
time.
Zis
(tapping
his
breast
where
pects will revolutionize the working of ago, “are nothing bnt jests, or considthe locket was hidden) is all zat ze lost were retained.
machines
at Blissfleld,while returning
the telephone. It is a little oblong box, eration of the feelings of others. I
.Smuggling is carried on in many homo after setting up a binder, overtook a
of the Rossie— Dukes of Almayaguil—
inches by 11, and three-quartersof will eat at a table with twelve others
ways, and will be carried on while hu’as to show of ze lost treasures of ’is
small man, apparently 30 years old, driving
an inch deep, and attached to the in as often as yon like, and will under- ’ouse.”
man nature continues to be what it is.
an iron-grey colt, probably three years old,
strument instead of the ordinary bat- take the most important and serious
“Duke— Where have you traveled?" Foreign retail traders are adept inwith open buggy and nickel-platedharness'
tery. By its use it is possibleto carry businesson a Friday.”
“Oh! (describingan immense circle strnotors in the art of evading the payand
noticing ho acted suspiciouslybegan
with his bands), everyvere— Sea of ment of duties, as anyone who has
on a conversationwith a person 30 or 40
to
converse
with him, and, upon pretense of
An eccentric' character living in iMediterraneo— Sea of Adriatico — of been in the lace establishment of Des
miles away, and to hear and be heard
Marets
and
other
merchants
of
Braswanting to buy the horse and buggy, in[Marmora— ze Black Sea. I have stood
distinctly. The inventorclaims that his Western Massachusettshad the misin ze shadow of St Sophia at Constan- sole can testify.The ingenuity of in- duced him to come to BUssfled. The man
dry battery will last as long as the in- fortune to lose his wife, and all arrange- tinopoli and listen to ze roar of ze Rus- spectorsis taxed to th« utmost to defeat
offered to sell the rig at first for $160, and,
strument without losing ita power. He ments were made for interring the sian gnus in ze Balkans. ’Ave touched their schemes. Female inspectors are
by a little bantering, finally dropped to $7B,
has had one in constant use for three worthy lady’s remains!withfitting solem- Cleopatra’sNeedle— an’ stick my ’and employed to search persons of their
and agreed to take part cash and lb. Beaweeks, doing work that would have nity. When the hour for the ceremony inJacob’s well at Smyrna. I saw gon- own sex who are sent to them by the gle’s note for the balance. Mr. Beagle sayDeputy
Surveyor
for
that
purpose.
Of
used up the ordinary battery in ten arrived, however, the bereaved husband dola pas balcony 'where Desdemona these inspectresses there are nine. In ing he would get him the money in Blistlisten to Otelle’s narrations, an’ av
was nowhere to be found, and consterminutes.
watched eruption of Yesuvio across ze 1866 there were only four. The inspec- field, got him to go here, and, sending Jusnation fell upon the funeral guests as
Bar of Napoli— ze mins of Pompeii tresses perform their duties, both at tice McCann to the bank after some money
An English traveler advises#!!trav- the minutes passed without his appearand Herculaneum an’ dropa ze tear on Castle Garden and on the docks, in held the man until McCann came with Offielers who wish to know anything of real
rooms set apart for such searches.
ing. Just as the suspense was becom- Byron’s grave at Missolonghi”
cer Harrington instead,and he was promptRecitals of their experiencesare at once
life in a foreign country to travel third"When
did
you
came
to
this
couning unbearable the widower came stridamusing and humiliating to believers ly arrested as a horaethief and pntintba
class and live fourth-class. He says ing in from the back yard, puffing as try?”
*
jail. He soon weakened and confessed that
“Came to Canada firsts, Sights ze in the natural goodness of men. Gerthat once he went through Spain with if from violent exertion, his clothes
man Jews are more addicted to smug- the horse was stolen.
some wealthy Americans. “They trav covered with mud, and his shirt-sleeves mountain of Greenlan’ pass trn’ Behrin’ gling than people of other nationaliHealth In Michigan.,
Strait, trn’ iceberg an’ icefiel’ an* into
tied first-class,I third; they always rolled to the elbow. “Well, now,” he
ties, bnt none are altogetherfree from
Report*to the State Board of Health, iMUtstna;
Gulf of San Lorenzo. Stop at Charbad a compartment to themselves,
exclaimed,in a loud tone, as he came lottetown,Prince Edward Islan’, Pic- vice. Modistes and dress-makersore by ebsarven of 4lMUee in afferentports of the
had a constant kaleidoscopeof ever- upon the silent company waiting for ton, ’Alifax, San Juan, New Brans’ an’ naturally the most frequent and fla- State show the principal diseases which caused
grant offenders. Extra gold watches; most sickness in Michlm during tbs week
varying company; they slept most o him, “is everything all ready? I Quebec, where fell ze noble Montgom’.”
lace, silk, linens, wound around the ending July M. 1884, os follows.Number of ob“Did yonr grace see much of Canada ?”
the journey, I was kept very much thought, as it was a kind of a broken
“I should- smila; Monte Beale, ze body or limbs; hnman hair in tou- servers heard from, 68:
awake. They paid heavily for every day, I’d take time by the forelock and
Rapid of Lachine, Ottowa, Toronto, pees, wigs, and switches sewn into
thing, because they wished to pay an<
clean out the well. I won’t be more’n Niagara Fall, where ze great Blondin skirts; new dresses stitched to old
announced it by their manners. 1 pak two jiffies fixin’ up, and then, if yon walks ze rope; Lake Zamplain, One ones; silk and lace made up into sever- Diseases in Order of Greatest
al voluminous skirts— are among ordiArea of Prevalence.
about half for the same, because I
hurry things a little, parson, we shall Zonzan He, down ’Udson to New York, nary discoveries. One unlucky wight,
nouced that I did not wish to pay more get to the grave full as quick’s I’d been City of Mity Doll; to Filadelfia, where
suspected of complicacyin feminine
zey ’ave brozerly love and ze bes’ beer
than was reasonable.
designs, was found to have two sets of
sittin’ here wastin’ half a day.”
I Diarrhea ..................
and bootblack in ze world; zen to
]>oint-laoein the crown of his hat— a Intermittent fever ........
Wash, wiz its imposing Capitol and
ttiNeurulsU .................
One of the most significant factors
Ji. Wheatley, in Harper'* Magazine.
That Red Sign.
4 Hbeumatfem ..............
Prea’dent Arthur.”
in the present political problem, says
6 Coneumptlon Of Inngs...
‘-Bring on Your Coat!
“Why does the woman stand on the
“With its Capitol and imposing Presft lironchltts
................
the New York Herald, is found in the corner with her gaze fastened on a ident Arthur?”
Mr. Jonos has been thinking of form- Tiltemlttent fever ..........
changes to occur in the United States house in the center of the block?”
“Senor, I nevare say a so. From ing a lodge and becoming a Free Ma- *k Choleramorbna ...........
VTouniUtls .................
“Because she sees a red sign on a Nova Yorck across ze Gulfs Stream to son, so he will be able to tell a straight ICi Whooping cough ........
Senate, the nature of which will be deII
infantum ........
termined very largely by the legisla- house, and she thinks the place will ze corel islands, ze Bermud, and back story to Maria when he comes home 13' Cholera
Inflammationof kidneys.
late
at
night
all
tangled
up
in
hi*
mind.
suit her.”
to Engl an’; trn’ ze Strait of Gibraltar
13 Dveentery................
tures to be elected this fall, which wil
“Now she is walking down. Yes, she an’ ze Mediterraneo, zen trn’ ze Canal So when he met the Grand Panjan- MlErynipela* ................
bo called upon to elect Senators to fill likes the location. It is handy to the
drum on the corner of Henry and Clif- 15 Iniluem*..........
of Suez to ze Red Sea, where I see il
Inflammationof bowel*..
the vacancies caused by those whose cars, and the people on either side look Monte Sinai, famous for Moses and bees ford streets he began to talk business. 16
IT Pneumonia,
Boarlet fever..
terms are about to expire. Of the as if they would lend their flat-irons parables”
“I’m coming down some night,” he
Tynbo- malarial fever.
and wash-tube.”
“Aren’t you getting your Bible sta- said, winking one eyelid rapidly, “to
twenty-five Senators whose terms
Measles .............
“Does she ring the bell ?"
got ’nishiatod.”
Diphtheria ...........
tistics a little mixed?”
•office cease on the 3d of March next,
Typhoid fever (enteric)...
“She doth. It is answered by a solid
“Do,” said his friend, winking back.
“No! no! no! too fly. I pass trn*
Puerperal fever ...........
iourteen are Democrats and eleven are
woman with a sort of nitric acid eye.” Strait of Malacca into Indian Ocean “We'll rattle you through the degrees
Inflammationof brain....
Republicans. Successors to twenty
.
“And after she has asked how much and mdl at Singapore, ze great Indian in no time. Goat while yon’re young, 25 Membranson*cronp.
MiCerehro spinal meningitis
•one of them are yet to be chosen, ana the rent is, and bow many children the City of Bombay, ze Celestial Hong
Jones. D’ye hear, old man?”
Forth# week ending July 26, 1864. the reports
At that moment a wicked white goat
•of the four already elected Senator neighbors have, and what society can Kong, where ze Chinese ladies wre so
indicatethat cholera morbus, measles, tonsolthat
lodges
at
McCarthy’s
stables,
and
be
looked
for,
and
whether
the
landpolity to sober foreigner. Ze Fillipine
Allison is the only man who will sucitis, whooping-cough, and inflammationof kidlord is willing to make repairs, what He, where yon get a real Manila amoke. day-boards around on vacant lots, neys Increased,
ceased, and
and that erysipelas and neuralgia
ceed himself.
ed In
of prevalence.
in area of
Zen across the Pacific Osh’ to Austral- rushed out of the corner yard, knock* decreased
happens?"
winds
ie State capitalthe prevailing
prt)
At tbe
“Oh, nothing much. The solid wo- ia, ae wonder of ze wide, wide worl*, ze ing Jones into the middle of the street, dnrlng t
the week ending July M
1 were west;
Mr. Elijah Chapman, of Belair, M<L, man draws herself np, shnts her teeth lan’ of golden visiohs,ze lan’ of oorn- and seating the Grand Panjandrum and, compared with the
temperature was conMd
has in his possession two perfect and hard and poihts to the sign and pisses: beef an* col’ mutton. Ze freest lan* in outside of tbe sidewalk.
solute and the relative
“Look,
here,”
said
Jones,
getting
np
-well preserved specimens of paper ‘Idiot! can’t you read?’”
ze worl’ for if yon ’ave no boota
and the night ozone mon
"And then
•. ! j
yon can go jua’ as barefoot as youa slowly out of the dust, “I call this takmoney, the newest of which is over 110
ing a mean advantage of a man. J toewvekPffH^‘TOJ
“And then the other backs down the please.”
years old. One of the notes is for 15
wasn’t ready to be ’niahiated,and I
steps, reads : 'Scarlet fever here !’ and
“Yon
are
Wasting
your
time
here,”
shillings,issued by authority of. the
don’t like that way of doing things 1
goes *w*y realizingthat she has con- said thq reporter.
General Assembly of Pennsylvania, tributedsomething to the general bapThe Duke smiled modestly, aa with a However, I ain’t going to be scared off
October 1, 1773, and signed by Alexanof .the human race.”?— Free magnificentwave of bis sombrero If anything happens to me tell Maria Byron,
der Todd, J. Hartley, and" Jose]
he transferreda coin to big reft I died game. Now bring on yonr
goat,” and Jones rolled np his slMtos
nocket
Thuis prill ted In P* «>
and seated himself for a square fight
i“Not
wasti
altogezahre,”
he^epEed.
ink, the colors of which are remarkably

ing-

4

Work.
Baggage is landed and deposited

—A

nearly choked him to death. He was resquick search of wraps and valiaea are cued by a
*
allowed to depart in peace. As each
—While
two
men
were
mowing
in
the
west
individual's baggage is brought togethpart
of
the
town
of
Albion
they
heard
the
er, he notifies the staff officer, and
hands over his ticket. The officer se- cry of an infant in the directionof a brush
lects the corresponding dool&ration, pilh. Upon examination they found a
writes the name of an inspector— whom,' child about a week old, neatly dressed and
he calls fdm the lino— upon it, and
secretly tucked away under the brush,
ble fluency.”
directs immediate examination. This
^bout a week before the same child was
“I ads tlrsta-class ednoazione,and a is usually sufficiently thorough. Incos a romauza connected wizaze istorie spectors, through long practice, be- heard crying in the region of an outhouse on
of mya life.”
come involuntarydisciples of L&vater, the premises of a certain person. The
“So there is in that of a good many and such expert critics of hnman na- buildlog was tipped over and the child
foreigners who drift over here. I know ture that they almost intuitivelyde- was fished out.
an organ grinder who—”
tect attempted fraud. Dutiable articles
—In a family at Sand Lake, Barry
“Oh! Senor, spara me,” said the not declared as snob, are brought on t,
County,
is a child 5 years old, healthy and
Andalusian, “I am bnta ze waif, hut I valued by the attendant appraiser, enwell
formed,
able to read, bnt has never
am not what I s— ”
tered with value attached on the dclar“None o’ that. No Lady of Lyons’ ation, and the owner is obliged to pay been able to stand erect, to creep, or walk.
business here.”
the requisite dnty to a clerk in attend- The boy has a method of locomotion which
“I ’ava ze strange istorie. Ef I ’ada
ance ter the purpose of receiving it is a series of tnrobles much like the sidemy right I would ’ava ze corona of Tiie inspector also signs his namo to wise somersaultsknown as "cart-wheels,"
Duca di Almayaguil ina zo corner of the declaration.
which circus clowns perform with great
my pocket ’and. Av de mi Alhama,"
The efficiency.and courtesy of the
speed. He moves with astonishing quickand he buried his lace in his hands.
Deputy Surveyor, and also of the in“Even the organ-grinder didn’t go as spectors on the dock, together with the ness, and never gets hurt It is said that
far as that,” sad the quarter-column delicate discharge of their not particu- his is a case of prenatal impression, his

Macaulay, sharply.
twice,” writes a correspondent,“but his way, get the intended victim to follow
“Bnta it is ze trut’. offer was both times rejected. The ler until she reached the spot selected

)

MICHIGAN AFFAIBS.

das over zere," ( with a si gniflcant jerk
shoulder).
of his thumb over
3r hu
bU right
ri
u
“Adios, Caballero. Call gain.
Custom-House Examining Inspectors at
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ROGERS, Editor.

August

Saturday,

1884.

9,

Lead,

OUI/U
Street Assessmi
District.
City or

6,

Paint and White(Successor to L. T. Kantors,)

Krbmebs & Banos.

Holland,

Clerk’s Office, August

Oils, Varnishes,

wash brashes, call at

G.

Ice.

)

1884.

DEALER IN

STEKETEE & BOS

Families desiring Ice at any time or for
Confectionery,
hereby given that the Com- the season can leave their orders at the
have s toll line of
Mb. Editor :~In your last week’s issue mon Council of the OilIty of Holland have
hardware store of
I notice that the NevtbJoumal of Grand caused to be made and deposited with the
R. RANTERS & SONS.
Stationery,
Goods !
Haven, says that K. Bchaddelee Is promi- City Clerk for public examination,plans,
diagrams, and eatimatea for the prof
>posed
Kbbmers & Banos have just received a
nently mentioned as the opposition candi— and
Blank Books.
graveling of that part of Tenth street foil line of Alfred Wright’s Perfumes.
date for Judge of Probate in this county. lying between the west line of the right of
25This must certainly be a mistake as I am way of the Chicago and Michigan Lake Try
Straw Hats of all Descriptions I
Shore
Railroad
and
Maple
street,
in
the
And Foraign and Domestic Fruits.
no candidatefor that or any other county
Wb guarantee that the Sherwin-WilCity of Holland,which part of said street
A
large
variety
of
liams
Prepared
Paint
when
properly
used
K. BCHADDELEE,
has been designated by the Common will not crack, flake ot chalk off, and will
OarhsndsomstceCream Parlors are being re
Holland, Mich., Aug. 4, ’84.
Council aa Tenth Street Special Street
cover more surface,work better, wear Crockery, Stone & Glassware. fitted and will be, when completed, the most mag
Assessment District.
nlflcentof any In the city.
longer and permanently look better,than
Thb headquarter!of the Clevelandand
1st. That a atrip 24 feet wide through
any other paint, including white lead and
Hendricka Democratic Reform Club of the centre of that part of Tenth street,
Cool aad refreshing Soda Water drawn from the
Also a eery large and assorted stock ef
Krkmkrs A Banos.
finest equipped fountain in the city can be obthli city have been removed to the Bos- lying between the west line of the right of
tained at my store.
way of the Chicago and Michigan Lake
nian bull ding opposite the Post-office.
Shore Railroad and the centre of Maple
Regular meeting! every Monday evening street, in the City of Holland, designated
Which we intead to keep aa completeas pos
JL. OAILXj.
elble embracing all the the latest and best made
at 7:80 p.
F. G. CHURCHILL, Prat. by the Common Council of said City aa
A. F. 8LOOTER,
fabrics.
Holland, Mich., May 15,
15-lm
Holland, Mich., Aug. 8,
27-2 Tenth Street Special Street Assessment TEST YOUR
POWDER
TO-DAT!
District,be graveled to an average thickWe
have In stock constantly
Brand* adr.rtlMd aa abaolnteljr para
ness of 9 Inches, so spread that the same
Chnroh ItoB^odth ^tho Services for will be 12 inches in the centre, and 6
oozrajiLXzv JEAEacoBrzjL.
inches on the aides, of the kind used on
THK TK8TI
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M. Ninth street, or of a kind equal thereto, in
PUeo » eon top down on & toot stove until heated, thee
remove the cover and amell. A chemist wUl not be roand a superior stock of Canned Goods.
Steffens,Pastor. Services at 9:80 a. m., accordance with the prayer of the petition quired to detect the pretence of ammonia.
’
and 2 p.m. Sunday School 8:80. Weekly of K. Bchaddelee ana others and in conformlty with the estimate of the expense
prayer meeting with the Third Rethereof
)f aa reported by the City Surveyor
We are agenti for the Celebrated “Duck” Brand
formed Church, on Thursday, at 7:80. and now on file in the office of the City
of Ping Tobacco. Every costomor baying this toSubjects: Morning, "The Harmony be- Clerk.
bacco has a chance of drawing an alarm clock.
2nd. That all the expense of graveling
tween God’a character and works.” Afsaid part of said Tenth street be defrayed
ternoon, “The Incarnation of the Son of
DECOBATED AND PLAIN FLOWEB POTS.
We will buy all the Stave and Heading
by a special assessment upon the lots and
God.
Bolts yon can make and deliver the year
lands lying and abutting on said part of
round, viz:
Hope Reformed Church— Services at •aid street and on the street intersections
FARMERS’ PRODUCE
IN Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
accordingto frontage.
10:80 a. m., and 7 :80 p. m. Sunday school
EXCHANGE.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
That said improvement was determined
at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones, upon by the Common Council at their
Elm
Slave Bolts, 88 inches long.
C. STEKETEE A BOS.
Black Ash Slave Bolts, 80 Inches long.
Holland. May 88,
8fi-ly
Pastor. Subjects: morning, “The abund- meeting of August 6th, 1884, at which
Black Ash Beading Bolts 88 inches long.
ance of divine gifts;” Evening, “The ex- meeting it was
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches Ipng.
Resolved,That on Tuesday the 26th day
The Great Events of History In One Volume.
tent and efficacyof divine grace.” Conof August, 1884, at 7,80 p.m. the Common
gregationalsinging. Opening anthems Council will meet at their rooms to con
mOf the World. By OAPT. KING, U. 8. A. formationapply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.
sidur any objections to said diagrams and
by the choir. All are welcome.
estimates that may be made.
HISTORY FROM THB BATTLE FIELD.
ED. VER SCHURE, Supt.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
By order of the Common Council.
Nhows how nations have been made or destroyed •r to G. Van Patten A Sens* store.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:80 a. m., and
in a day— how Fame or disaster has timed on a
Geo. IL Sipp, City Clerk.
single contest,A Grand-Book for Old or Young—
2 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
DOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA.
eaves time, aide the memory, gives pleasure and

Ibr OU HollandCity Newt:

Notice

is

19-tf.

Summer Dress

—

them.

OiaAR/S,

office.

oil.

tyw &dMti«rafntiS.

DH/Y GOODS

GIVE ME

m.

’84.

1884.

BAM

ATTENTION

FRESH GROCERIES

Farmers

PLUG TOBACCO!

and

Woodsmen.

TAKEN

1864.

FASSFDSSESEAmES

27-3t

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:86.

Proposed Improvement of

Subjects: Morning, “The dnty of man-

Eleventh Street Special

ipulating the characterand image of our
Heavenly Father.” Afternoon,“Uprightness.”In the evenings Missionary
Sermon will be preached by Rev. N. M.

sacraments.” Afternoon, “The mysterious Priest Melchisedeeblessing the blessed

Abraham.”.
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Services at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p.

m. The

services will be conducted by Rev. J. A.

De Bruyn, pastor.
MethodistEpiscopal Church— Rev.
George, Pastor. Services at

and 7:80

p.m.

10

T.

^0 a.

T.

m.,

Sunday school at 12 m.

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening

NEVER

BEKS QUMTIOXIB. instractlon. Maps and Fine Inastratione.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE. Send

In a million home, for a quarter of a century It ha*
itood the eoniumer*’ reliable Mit,

Street Assessment
' District.

for

City op Holland, )

improving,grading and graveling of a
part of Eleventh street in said city, t*
wit: from west line of River street to
the center of Maple street.
1st. That that part of Eleventh street
lying between the west side of River street
and the center of Maple street, be graded
the whole width thereof according to
plans, diagrams and estimates to be
adopted by the Common Council.
2nd. Th
That after said grade Is completed a strip 18 feet wide through the center
of said part of said street be covered with
gravel to the average thickness of nine
inches, so spread that It will be 12 inches

at 7:80.

PRICE BAKING POWDER
AUM or

CO.,

The

«t nmfHt, aotl

ddldoM aad aatara tarer kamra,aa4
I

Dr. Prlei’s Lupulln Yaast

E .

HEROLD

Dry Goods & Groceries,

•

FOR SALE BY GROCERS.

CHICAGO.

«T. LOUIS.

m

BOOTS A SHOES
among which

27-8t

It

is guaranteed to cure all Diseases of

GROVER HAND SEWED

SHOES.

City of Holland,

Trial bottles free at H. Walsh's drug

Clerk’s office, August

store. Large size $1.00.

Scaled proposals will be

)

1884. f
received by

6,

the Common Council of the city of Holland, for the improving and grading of
potittsi.
Cedar street special street assessment district of the city of Holland. Plans, specifications and conditions to be seen at the
city clerk'soffice. Proposals must be adNotice is hereby given that the co-part- dressed to the Common Council of the
city of Holland, endoried, “proposals for
nership heretofore existingbetween Conimproving Cedar street,”and be accomrad P. Becker and John Beukema, under panied with the names of two responsible
the firm name of Becker & Beukema, was persona aa sureties, in the sum of three

Dissolution Notice.

dissolved

on

the 18th day of July, last

mutual consent. All claims

br hundred dollars. The

for or against

the late firm will be settled by Conrad P.

Becker, who

will

continuethe business.

Conrad P. Becker,
John Beukema.
Holland, Mich., Aug.

IS'

6,

1881

27-4t

I

Cm

or Holland

These lamps are a great improvement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.

CALL AND SEE US
NO. 46,

EIGHTH STREET.
E.

HEROLD

H<u.uyd,' Mich., March 18, 1881.

•

Goods delivered free of charge*
Holland,Jane

B.
14,

WYNHOFF.

1888.

Large and elegant steamer

MENOMINEE
will

leave Grand Haven for Chicagoon

DTS
a

TuMday, Thursday, and Sunday
Evenings,at 8 or 8:80 o'clock, on srriral of train
from Grand Rapid*,Detroit and all points East.
Returning, leave Chicagoon

absolute certainty,write for particularsto H.
lntt A Co., Portland Maine.

STOPPED
FREE
Mamlous meet

Hal-

„ _

i /<»•«// Braiw&Nhr

si.

Ntane Perion* Restored
Dr.

KLINE'S GREAT

___________

TreitUa»nd 5a tritl bottlefree to
patient,,
they paying:cipro,, charite, on box vhen

l

Fit

fl

afflicted

8!?4JWj&P- 9-

and

exprew address of
i».Pa.

ScoDruggi;

VDS.

WM

INDIA!

MADLE

FILLS

Secure Healthy
action to the Liver

LIVER

,nd relieve aU bilious troubles.
PartlyVigvUtU; Vo Gtiplag. Moo Ho. All Drofftltl.

Do, Proper.

27-2t

WARMS

Secret of Wealth.

a regular habit of body, to obtain

AM

LMUM 1884.

wenjoy
refresh- p
GHVJ3 ITS

AND

"

SEAL

3Ku2

i

to

J. Jr.

*•

i-rJ'S

"Si

sr*

SPRING AND SUMMER.

1884

“nd."1* ",r'
1

ing sleep, to feel and know that every fibre
and tissue of your system Is being braced
JL
up and renovated. If so commence at
B. B. BEST,
once a coarse ef GOLDEN SEAL BITHolland, M!ch„ Jane 87. 1684.
TERS. In one week yon will be convalescent. In a moDih you will be well.
Don’t despair because you have a weak CLEVELAND
HENDRICKS !
to the Common Council of the constitution.Fortify the body against
1884.
AGEHTS WASTED. 1884.
‘ “
* endorsed. “Proposala desenae by purifying all the fluids with
> street,” and be seOOLDEl
!N
BITTERS. No epi
ll the names of tworespons- demic can take hold of a system thus forei sureties,In the ran
of one armed. The liver, the stomach, the bow- tlvalnfact, profoseand artistic In lilnsiration,
conscientious, forcible, brilliant In anthonhip.
e Common Council els, the kidney a, are rendered disease The Standard Campaign History - • • r
bat low in prtct-i L The agents'
proof by thia great invigorant. Ruinous
I oar special
bills for medical attendance may be
method* of
1884. .te avoided bv connteractiogthe first

ud

CHICAGO LIRE.

Common Council

)

Clerk’s Office August 41, 1884. )
Proposals will be received by the
i Council of the city of Holland, for
and grading of Tenth street
______ Assessment Districtof the
of Holland. Plans, specifications
Kllllens to be seen at the City
office. Proposals must be ad-

Bo Bo BEST, Mo

for the celebrated

Needle Gas Lamp.

WARD

Drug Store.

have the agency in this city

v

The Board of School Examinersof Ottawa
County purposemeetinga* follow* for the examMonday, Wednesday, and Friday
ination of applicants for a teacher's certiflcate:
Evenings, at 7 o'clock, arriving at Grand Haven
Augusts, 1884, at school honae, Zeeland; August next morning In time for the early trainseast.
87. at court honse, Grand Haven; October 8,lifih
high
rchool room. Coopersvllle: Oct. 31, court house.
JpARE, G^Haven to Chicagoberth included S3
Grand Haven. Each session Is to commence at 9
o'clock a. m. Candidatesare required to pass an
For further particular*apply at the D„ G. Q. A
examinationin additionto other branches prescribed, In effects of alcoholic drinks, Btlmalanu M. railway office, or of U.L. Chamberlain & Co.,
Grand Haven, Mich.
and narcotics on the bnman system.
By order of Board of Examiner*.
A. W. TAYLOR, Sec.
a week at home. $5.00 outfit free. Pay absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Reader, if you want businessat
which persons of either se, young or old,
can make great pay all the time they work, with

FIRST

and complete line of

CROCKERY

Repairing neatly and promptly
done,

full

reserves the right to reject any or all bids.
Mr. I. A, Aaderaon, a competent preacrlption
The Common Council will be at their clerk, has charge, and wii! be found at all boars,
read?
to com pound preacrlption* in a thoroughly
rooms Tuesday, Auguit 19th, 1884, at 8
reliablemanner. o'clock p. m. to examine bids and award
the job.
A completeassortmentof
* By order of the Common Council.
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.

Tha

Notice.

v'

Connty.

A

always on hand.

—

Notice.

Throat, Lungs, or BronchialTubes.

Officeof the bee. of Board of School Exam- )
inert of Ottawa
V
Nonica,Mich.. July S2, 1884. )

White Goods,

Etc., in endless variety.

WEEKLY

Examination of Teachers.

Dress Goods, Table Linens,

arc the celebrated

THE FREE PRESS
THI FREE PRESI CO.,
Detroit. Mloh.

9 1

Skirts, Hosiery,

LIGHT HEALTHY BREAD

GROCERS
THEM.
Baking Powder

WYNHOFF

B.

Qami

Yeast in the World.

the store of

has just received • Urge stock af the latest
styles ef Ladies' and Gentlemen's

For Light, Healthy Bread. The Beat Dry Hop

YEASTCEMS

meeting it was
Resoltod,That ou Tuesday the 26th day
many years, and
of
August, 1884, at 7:80 p. m. the Comthat all remediestried gave no permanent
mon Council will meet at their rooms to
relief, until he procured a bottle of Dr.
consider any objections to said profile,
King's New Discovery for consumption, plana and estimates that may be made.
By order of the Common Council.
coughs, and colds, which htl a magical
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
effect, and produced a permanentcure.

going on in the stock of

la

at

Dr. Price’s ScecialEayoriDE Extracts,

thick In the center and six inches thick on,
Subjects: Morning, “No Condemnation.” the sides, of the kind used on Ninth
Evening, “The Conquest of the Saints.” street, or of a kind equal thereto.
8rd. That the whole cost of said im- Tha best dry hop yaast In tha world. 2mA
provement, grading and graveling be paid rtlsad by tbit yaast la light, whits and wholeStcUen’i Arnica Salyc.
by special assessment upon the lots and
’The best ealTein the werld for Cuts, lands lying and abutting upon said part •omo Ilka oar grandmother*! delicious bread.
SELL
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever of said street and on the street intersecrMPARSD IV TNI
tions
according
to
frontage
and
that
for
Bores, Tetter, Chapped Bauds, Chilblains,
Co.y
the purpose of said special assessment Price
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive- said part of aald street be made and be delaaTuof Br. fUcmpeclalFlSYOTiigExtract!,
•t. Louis* Mo.
)j cores Piles, or no pay required. It is clared to be a special street assessment Chicago, III.
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or district,for the purposesof special asmoney refunded. Price 26 cents per hex. sessment, to defiraythe expense and cost
of said grade, at the time the plans, diaPer sale by U. Walsh.
grams, profile and estimatesthereof are
adopted by the Common Council.
FOB THE CAMPAIGN.
That said improvementswere deterA Stilling Discovery.
Wd -Wfll aoBd th!
PRES
mined upon by the Common Council at
'U*11 utt9T •tatton for only 8*
Hr. Wm. Johnson, of Huron, Dak.,
CENTS.
their meeting ef August 6, 1884, at which
Afliir—
writes that his wife had been troubled
with acute Bronchitis for

Genuine Cyclone

descriptionand terms. Address:
J. C. McCobdt & Co., Philadelphia.

THE TESTJFJHE OVEN.

Clerk’s office, August 0,
1,
1884. f
Steffens.Subject, “The Dark Continent.” Notice is hereby given that the Common Council of the city of Holland, have
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
caused to be made and deposited with the
Services at 9:89 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sun- city clerk for public examination,profile,
day school at 8:45. Subjects: Morning, diagrams and estimates for the proposed
“Ilie diversity and unity of the word and

IIS HKAlTHTTLSISaHAS

OAX/L.

Millinery and Fancy Goods.
BONNETS, BATS. FLOWERS.
FEATHERS, POMPONS, RIBBONS, SATIN, SILK, VELVET,
CRAPE, VEILING, LACE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES,
HANDKERCHIEFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES.
X
Janej Jacket., Gammer Water Preafa, Hoar SktrU, Bustles, Caraeta,

ud

Hair Gaoda.

Infant Cloaks and Clothing a Specialty. Wonted, ard
board and canine.

L & S.
EIOHCTH

VM DEN

STKBWT.

-

•

mi mM
Wm
W BOSMA
m..

Water Worm tm

Our

neit Thursday.

city library la

aUQ without

H.

a cata-

Biy

In the

J.

-

yesterdayafternoon.

logue, and Is likely to remain so.

Fishing

Boohi returned home trem Beaton

dealer la-

Merchant

has been very peer

Mrs. M. Moran, of Warsaw, Ind., la in

the ptat two weeki.

Mrs. M. A. Fisher, of Kalamazoo, is
Jacob De visiting her sister, Mrs. Thomas Welsb, ef

the city visiting her sister, Mrs.

Vries. _

Our City Clerk monopeliiea a goodly

Tailor,

and dealer In

this city.

portion of our paper thia week.

Tab Ottawa and West Kent fair will be
Thb sabbath school of the Methodist Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
in Berlin, September 80 and October
Church of Saugatuck came to Macatawa
2 and 8.
Ladies' and Gents' Lockets,
Park last Thursday and enjoyed the day

Wr

understand that ducks are being held
shot by hunters in thia vicinity. This1,

should net be.

V

lhA
delltrsw«slheXp'cnlclnt
....... —
------ V #
Jacob Kditi, on. el onr bn“ller,>|,m,un,r(lc,iT,diromth.udeof nllrtMl
Mr. J. M. Doesbubg, of the steamer 8.
shipped one hundred end Uilrtj-tw. cuvet J
at lhl| iUU#n durlng y,, moIl,h ‘oJ
B.
Barker, of Ashland, paid a visit to his
to Chicago this week.
-

-

1

udtwo

Two
* WO thousand
*nOUBBOU

Ready-Made Clothing,
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

'.4

Silverware, Platedware,

'A

Jewelry and Clocks.

July.

parents this week, returningheme yesterLast Thursday the grocery firm of day. He reports business as being good.
Mac- Prina So Geerlings was dissolvedby mu-

A large and very

i

The

Fennville DitpaUsh says that an ex-

cursion will be run from that berg to

aw,
atawa Park to-morrow.

tual

business.

Mr. Albert Lahud, of Zeeland, warithto
elected as a member of the county Board I) LlgT #f

^

face

ally long this

paid np.

Some

generally the sign of

a

Mich., was totally destroyed

men

of this city

have organizeda drum corp and we un-

can of

with his family

last

Thursday for

the

in

is

nomination candidates for

August 14. This postponement is made in order to let the con-

At the

unsurpassedin

this city.

etter

READY-MADE

next

Examine our Qoodi before purchasing elsewhere.
3.

Como

Ir our business

last

meeting ef

W.

was read by the Bec'y, from A.

"Edectric Physiology,”

NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST

hid been

Holiavd.Mleh., Oct. S4,

and State Board of Health

the

as required

Now

by

©
X

84-1

Faxmers.

I

and Yates

were

summoned and

_

ad-

saved the child’slife.

.•-fey

The

J.FImd

Irise „ ip,

*

kept

and Rubbers

room and

and will not bo undersold by anyone.

complete and he won't be

prices before

elected,by

purchases.

ballot, the following delegates to the

made by our citizens

—

as

to the beautiful

first

dicament. He improviseda clothesline, colored paint that adorns the residence ef
disrobed, hung out his clothes to dry, Mr. I. Cappon and we desire, in view of
and went to bed in the sail of the boat, this

4

fact,

—

Call and Examine,

N

to call attention to ft

briefly.

Ward,

W. H. Beach and Geo

will be remembered that Messrs. Lengtine Bangs aro the sole agents for this city.

And

$500.

Am

stock of
!

And a nice assortmentof Baggies for Fanners
ancfTrAdesmesare oa the way coming.

FOR

ALSO AGENT

[H

PUTFORMSPRING WAGON

WORKS.

„

Holland, Mich..

April

I

§jf|M

FLIEM AN.

J.

1888.

14.

:

20-ly

2-

: "From year to year they are ex
Chicago and tending their posoessionATheir farms

which was tween Grand Rapids and La Crosse. But large fine residences, are ornamented one
anew route Is announced for the east. way or another with considerabletaste.
Tbe "old folks” on many of these fine

with about eighty members. The

rains that formerly run between Allegan

officers

Club are: F. G. Churchill, President; K. Scksddelee, Chas. Scott, H.
Walsh, R. Kanters, Jacob Van Putten,
Sr., Hon. John Roost, Vice Presidents;
C. Verschure, Recording Secretary;
the

Muskegon will now run to Pentwater
will connect at Allegan with the
ichigan and Ohio for Toledo. An extra
Ain will run from this city to Grand
iapids taking tbe Toledo coaches. This
.in will leave as soon as the train from

,nd

md

Rose, Corresponding Sec’y; P.

legan arrives which will be at 5:15 p.m.

Boot, Treasurer. The club have taken

W. Bosnian,
opposite the Post Office,where they will
- keep campaign literature for all who desire to call android. The room will be
open every afternoon. A Cleveland and
Hendricks banner has been put up in
rooms in the old store of

now leaves here at
o’clock in tbe morning will connect

it

J.

front of the store tod it is the first that

has been floatedto the breeze

in this

night express that

Tbe

farms are well tilled.

are gone, while In

many

The

stamps

sectlens of

le itlll alive,

and Is ready to

make

or to clean and renovate yonr old aad soiled
garments.

Repairing done Neatly
and at

reasonable prices. Como
yoareelf.

Holland, Mich., Feb.

thriftlessfarming still stand.

The Ho

•

landers make good farmers. They are

t

that city at 11 o'clock.

ween this

city

The

more careful in saving and more liberalin

< p

£3

5? 00

3 ^

Ift

« g S-°

Bl

p
s ,3
rt- © ^1 0Q

(J
J5

Mrs.

officials

of

tbe Louisville,

New

Fanny

Shaver’s brother and sisvisiting at ber
week.

We

intends to stay until he
will be Aug. 8rd, 1905.

L

is

of age

Silrwim, PlaUim,
Gold and

Silver

doolorlim

ni Fucj Both

BISJilF,

MUTTON*,

----- -

-------

IFOZR/X:,

XtXXJOB

cises.

people Doel, General Freight Agent; R Hunter,
Mbs. L Thompson and Mrs. T. T.
weak to break the monotony ef their home General Agent; C.C.F. Bent, Master of
George, of Holland, have been making a
Transportation.
They
were
escorted
over
lifely strolling en the sandy beach ef
few calls in this vicinitythe past week.
Lake Michigan. The Park is "booming” the Chicago & West Mich. R’y by General Mra. G. W. Joacelyn was among the
and almost every day new cottages are be- Manager J. R Mulliken,General Superin- favored •n-., -r
tendent A.

M. Nichols and

I

JjAiS/.
always on band-

also keep on hand a largo assortmentof

S P

-,"d

ECTAC LE

S

—and

LINK OF GOLD PENS.
PENS.
FULL LINE

General *Bt the way it must be "Zeke” alnl not
Palmer.
The
traffic among tbe boyt much lately or be wonld
penters* hammer is beard on
between
tbe
two
roads
has
largely
in- know more about tbe news of this vicinitv. All the Goods are warranted
The demand far accommodations are
He speaks as though we were only
creased
the
past
year
and
tbe
relations
of
to bejust as represented.
greater than both hotels can supply and
thanked for onr melodious music bat that
the fact that the hotels are too small ia the two companies are of tbe most satis- is when ko is mistaken. We are iadined
very apparent Thia, it Is reported, will factory character. This route is destined to think it in another party that "got loft *
of the
beoemediednext year. The boat carries to be tbe main theroughfare between tbe
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all sides. Freight Agent J. H.
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A “cold wave” struck thia localitylist this city with a special train going north,
The largestassortmentof
Monday and until Thursday afternoon on Thursday morning returning Friday The school taught by Mrs. Alice CasID X A. &£ O XT X>
damp, cold and dioagreeableweather pre- morning. The party consistedof J. B. well in town Holland DistrictNo. 7 closed
ovar displayed la thia City.
vailed. Even with the unfavorable Carson, General Manager; Theodore L. last Friday, August 1st. Those present
were
well
pleased
with
the
closing
exerW.H. Mewestber largo numbers visited Mtcatawa Dunn, General Superintendent;
of our
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SEARS,
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DIAMONDS,

Grand Rapids are
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-Dealer in-

Ventura.

house this

The
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Jewelry, Watches.

small extent to this fact.

ter of

in seven hoars.

4tf

using fertilizingmaterials than most
farmers and their success is due to no

run be-

and Toledo will be made

.

1884

Otto Breyman

Jith trains for Detroit, landing passengers
i i

29.

aad convince

under cultivation these ugly evidences o

hear a yonog thresherarrived at
cityAlbany and Chicago R. R, passed through Herman Beckman’s the other evening.

ing started and the merry ring of the car-

m

yon a good

OR VEST,

COAT, PANTS,

Ohio

and Indiana which have been much longer

He

Park from abroad and many

rt.v

3

VORST,
The North River Street

issue has the following about eur Hoi lam

farms can hardly speak a word of English.

M. W.

a

Buggies,

i&DiBE AND SWILL BODY COTTLES.

The new time card of the
through some techni- West Mich. R’y goes into effect to-mor- He contiguousto each other. Everything
looks thrifty about them. The barns are
cality the ball was estreated.The suit row. There is but little chaoge made in
discontinued,was one which had been the running of trains on the main line be- large and the houses, seme of which are
bail,

©

I 9
H

that

brought to recover the

e-t-

farmers

arrested for selling liquor

without filing a bond with the County

of

CO

1
A.ND
en and Top

an Duren; Second Ward, M. Clark;
bird Ward, J. C. Post, P. H. McBride
d Dr. 0. E. Yates; Fourth Ward, L.
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Also keeps on hand a line of

/ W.

Treasurerand
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The body of the residence ia painted a
getting to his hotel in time for dinner
[older. A motion was made and carried
beautifulmaroon while the cornice and
Should not go sailingoi Sunday Leon.
hat the meeting adjourn until next
window sills are of dark olive and the
_
r
The proceedings against the bondsmen blending «f the tW. col.rr is ilriklngly|WedneHV evening .1 tbe (tore o( Mr. L
of Lengtine and Young, proprietors of the beautiful. The painting work waa dene|M°ld« on River street, for the purpoee o
bum boat at the Park, has been dlscontfn bj J. Grootenhuia and the paint, are tbelorganiiinga Blalna and Logan Club.
ued, or the suit thrown out of the circuit celebrated Sherwln & Williams pre|
The Grand Rapids Democrat in a recent
court, which is in session this week.^ It paints for which Messrs. Kremers
& Young were

m

i' Is-®
M ^J

going elsewhere for your

County convention to be held in Grand
The Republicans of this city held a
ties and all wanting a sail when at the
Haven next Wednesday: K. Schaddelee,
caucus
lu the City Hall on last Wednes
park will find Mr. Harringtonin readiness
F. G. Churchill,H. Schmid, J. P. Allen,
day evening. The meeting was called to
to take them.
L. T. Kanters, J. Roost, and C. Blom. A
order by the Chairman of Ihe City Com
Last Sunday morning one of the rail- letter of congratulationfrom Hon. J.
mittee, E. J. Barrington,and on motion
road officials at this station while endeav- Roost, on the organization of the Demo- P. H. McBride was elected Chairman and
oring to get his boat in shape for a sail, cratic Club was read and the secretary o
Geo. Van Duren, Secretary.The Chairmade a misstep and went to the bottom of the caucus was instructed to band the let- man stated that the object of the meeting
the Bay. The water was 12 feet deep at ter to the club officers.
was to elect delegatesto the Connty conthis point and consequently his clothes
vention, which was held in Grand Haven
Many favorable remarks have beer
were wet. Living in Graid Rapids and
esterday. The delegates elected were
not having dry garments he was in a pre-

©

Retterwagon in everyway,

undersoldby anyone. Call and learn bis

of this city met in caucus at the Cleveland
and Hendricks Club

is

Macatawa Park for excursion par-

at

e. -

low figures. His stock of Boots, Shoes,

Last Wednesday evening the democrats

A. Harrington. The Sweepstakes will be

4

1

SHelS:
a p 5 ©

they are a

& C. R. R., with Cass Zibbell and upwards. He has also got, a fine line
& W. M. acting engineer, pull- of stylish hats and caps which he sells at

ing the train.

from the Baker boys by A. A. Husted and

•

£:© S 3

the L. N. A.

The yacht Sweepstakes,which is well
known in this city, has been purchased

'

Our popular wagon manufacturer

Iodine last Wednesday and before it was Buffalo, ninety miles, in two hours and Fine all wool suits, cashmeres, and corkOffers his supcrlsr made wagons just as cheap as
noticed had drank a quantity of it. Drs. five minutes running time. Engine 17 of screw suits can be purchasedof him for $5 anybody sell them in Zeeland,and claims that
ministered an emetic and an antidote and of the C.

p ©

were

Louisattention of our readers is asked
ville,New Albany and Chicago and the Chi- to the new advertisement of E. J. HarringA little two year old child of Mr. Geo. cago & West Mich, officials south yester- ton who has received a large and cemplete
H. Beuter obtained possession of a bottle of day morning ran from this city to New stock of clothing for fall and winter wear.

Best

*1 B
B- Z.

88 !!»•
I® § « S

the chance

is

for

alcohol and narcotics on

human system. Five members

IBM.

ap-

the law providing for scientific education
effects of

OffURCR.

WYKUUY8EN.

H.

proved by the State Board of Education

on the

IS-ly

Watches

short notice.

Union Club, a

the

received, making a total ef thirty.

drug business. They have a what can be done.
poor idea of that country and will stay at
The special train conveying the
home for a time at least.
in the

la and see asy Stock.

W. BOBMAN,

1884.

and Cleoka repaired on

aminen of Ottawa Co., stating that Steel’s
"Hygienic Physiology,”and Brown’s

men and citizenswant a
street sprinkler bad enough to contribute
city.
a small sum weekly to support it, Ed, J.
John and Beba Ledeboer returnedlast Harrington says that he will put one on
Thursday from the far northwest where our streets immediately. Let some busithey had gene with an intention ef engag- ness man take hold of this matter and see
meet

USTGS

Oar large stock of
CLOTHING
will be sold at bottom pcicoa.

Holland, Mich., April S8,

Taylor, Sec’y If the Board of School Ex-

tractorsfinish all their work.

The DemWednesday in the same

of

GIVE ME A CALL.

Particular attentionis called to the fact
that all my gooda are first-classand are
sold at low prices.

association. ,

of the

until Thursday,

conventionat Grand Haven yesterin

sociation is organizedfor opposing secret

works, before acceptanceby the Council*

the respective County offices.

ing

stock of

SILVEBWARE

the G. & W. M. R'y were also

dent of this city, is one of the bright lights

will begin practicing at once.

Republicans of Ottawa County

day and put
ocrats

My

Two

societiesand H. A. Day, formerly a resi-

north.

and
The committee of the uommon Council
The drums have arrived have plstpened the final test of the water

drum.

and the boys

met

fire early

destroyed.

derstand will have seven toner drums

Thb

by

yesterday morning. Loss heavy.

The Christian Associationof the State
face has been unusuK. H. Wade, Superintendent of transweek. Only one deltnqueat portationof the Wabash, St. Louis, and of Michigan will hold a meeting at Macatawa Park, Monday, August 28. This asPsciflc R. R., passed through this city

of the young

one bass

S Till Til

Spectacles!

large planing mill belonging to

line tine

full line of

H Our

short purse.

\

is

...........

William Clark, Miss Adrienne Mitchell.
Wk. Vekbkek, P. M.

on band a

Stewart Ives and located at Hungerford,

lettera remaining in the post-

of Examiners at a meeting held last Tues-^ Qffice al Bolland| Mich., August 7, 1884:

"A long

Thb

consent. Mr. P. Prins will continue

I also keep

Holland.
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SUGGESTIONS OF VALUK.
“Oh, yas, they're mighty keen
had other business engagements presstrouble in effectingan eiohasge, 1
education.”
the bright fixtures settled at onoothe ed yon.**
Doilies intended for fruit are orni*'
“You
"Then they certainly have a pool
question as to their worth. Windin'
bn are developing tact as well as
Off tradgodto wcifeJSth Xuldawd hoo
mented
by having one corner tnrne1,
A woman, barefoot, 1*rownedand rough,
Blades and Weed had scarcely explored philosophy. Now, to tell yon the truth, opinion of my ability as a teacher?"
•W.th rlBflk of Puritanicstuff.
down,
and
id a banana
ban ant or other pieces < t
after
staying
here
three
days
no
bnsi4
Ah,
no;
they
they
think
‘
*
'
yon’re
a
mighty
the mysteries of the alphabet, bnt they
* x lusty oh Idren Uggod l>chind,
fruit worked on it
.A1 hatless,shoeleM, unopnflned,
proved to be attentive,and evinoed ness could have called me away. Only smart man.
.Ami happy as the birds that flew
Window shades have a hand-paint*
“Well then, confound it, why didn’t
such a desire to learn that Hayloid did one person could have influencedme to
.Ai>out them. Naught of books thoy know,
bunch
of simple field flowers in tlitf,
leave.”
they
send
their
children
to
school"
ncA regret having begun business with
Wave one they read At twill «ht hour,
airooght with them In the stanch Mayflower. "such slim prospeoks.”
“Bm soon ter be yer daddy-in-law, corner, or, if preferred, a spray of
“Who?"
blossoms or berries.
ain’t I?”
The teacher boarded in a quiet fam“You, and you alone.”
A pretty lady thin and white,
“Yea”
ily,
where
the
sunlight
that
a
little
“Howconld
I
have
had
any
infliiBkception biscuits are made by mixIn n hammock singing light,
“An’ yer won’t think hard o’ the ole ing self-risingflour with cream, which
l4mgul*hcH,and in the shade
child bring* was unknown, where a enoe?”
Devours rhyme and lomonado,
“You possess an unconsciousinfluence I man if lie tells yer a joke?”
deaf old man and a knitting old woman
roll into a thin, smooth paste; prick,
\V ile bonding near her lover slghn
“Of course not"
sat down nightly to the explorationof that is stronger than iron. If you
cut, and bake immediately. They
And gently fans awsy the flies,
ttho manners. * Tie so nioi that we
“Well, when it was knowed that yer should be kept dry in a olose tin-box.
their own thoughts. All that Hayloid said von did not want me to remain
Are neitm r of low family,
*
could get out of the old man was “hah should have gone away. I have studied was cornin’ here, I went 'ronnd an’ told If the flour is not self-rising, salt it
But aro of old Puritanicstock
r-witlfone hand behind his ear— and I your face closely, and I have ever seen, all the folks thet yer t>wed me money, lightly and mix with it a dessert spoonThat landed upon PlymouthRook.
^harvard Lampoon.
as the old lady seemed to drop a stitch or fancied that I saw, kindness and an’ wan’t goin to teaoh no chillun but ful of baking powder.
every time he addressed her, she was welcome in your
mine. They would er sent off an’ got
Lr you are to build a house, put a
‘’S FACIALLY JJM."
allowed to pnrsne an uninterrupted“Isn’t it time to take in school, Mr. another teaoher but you see I rented layer of mortar an inch thick between
f wot mlgbty good-lqoldn When I was young, course of solf-inveatigation.
the school-house fur a year. Now,” the partitionsand at the ceiling, and
To rt an’ black-cyodan' AMra,
Windin' Blades and Weed, day after “No, there is time for nothing but to and the old man laughed heartily, “I’ll yon will not be troubled with rats and
•With fellers a-courttVme Bunday nights,
day, continued to be the only pupils, tell you of my deep love for you. I go aroun’ an’ explain, I’m putty well mice. If your house has no snob rem*8padaUy Jim.
Corn was “laid by," and the farmers’ love you with a heart that was never fixed, thank yer, an’ what I’ve fgot is edy, place fine ground cayenne pepper
Th« likeliestone of ’email was he,
Chi per, an’ han’som’. an trim,
boys had no particular work to per- before
yourn “
in the raoewavs of the pests, and they
Out 1 tossed up my bead an* made fun o the form, yet the census of the school
She had twisted off the button,
Henry and Weed now conduct one of will seek cooler olimes.
crowd,
mained the same. To watch the devel- sat changing \t from one hand to the the most flourishing schools in Arkan*Spaeiaily Jim!
FBurrputupin tin-cans should be
opment of Weed's mind was an inter«aw, and old man Sooklaster,it is said taken out entirely when the can is
I Mid I hadn’t no ’pinion o' men.
eating study. She was remarkably! “No woman, no matter how cultivated, | has learned to write his own name.— opened for nsa If allowed to remain
An’ 1 wouldn'ttake stock In him!
But they kep’ on a-comlng In spite o’ my talk, muii
Arkansan Traveler.
rht, and
_____ learned with a readiness could win my love from you.”
after the can is opened, the action of
'Specially Jim!
which surprised Hayloid. Windin’! “Do you know why I learned so
so
acid juices uponi the solder,
whpn exBlades, after all, was inclined to be idle, fast?” she asked, dropping the button
Optical Illusions.
Igoiao tired o' having them rtran'
posed to the air, may form acetate of
.’8i<aclally Jim !)
He had a passion for carrying grass- and clasping her hapds.
Place a man and a dog side by side lead, which is poisonous. Pour the
I made op my mind Fd settle down
hoppers in liis pockets. These insects . “Because yon have a bright mind.”
at a distance of twenty feet, and any fruit oat into glass or earthenware
An* take op with him.
occupied his entire time on the play- “No, because I love you.”
person with an ejre capable of distin- dishes, and the danger of poisoning is
£o we was mar led one Sunday in cbnroh,
ground, and‘ at
‘ Jas
last, after much expert- He caught
' ' her
' in
‘ his arms and was gnishing them will be
be able to tell which avoided.
Tw a crowded full to the brim:
ment, he succeeded in harnessing them pressing her lips when Windin’ Blades ^ on the right, which on the left. « The
‘Taae the only way to get rid o’ them all,
Cheap unbleached muslin curtains
•Spaolally Jim.
to a diminutive wagon which
oye i8
wnicn he
ne had
nau i burst into the
tne
jg not easily decei
deceived as to position are made to look very picturesque by
—The Century.
constructed. The teacher remonstrated “Thar now," he said, stopping hi L* right angles to the line vision. Let drawing out the threads a space of two
with him concering this worthless ab- amazement “Thar now Mr. Hayloid. the man advance five feet; it is easy to inches on the sides at the lower edge;
sorption, and once he spoke to his lath- Don’t say nothin’ more tfl me ’bout tell that the dog is farther away than hem-stitohthe same with French cotton
Weed and Windin’ Blades. er, but the old man instead of being kitchin’ grasshoppers. I’d rather be the man. Next, place the man at a
and trace with embroidery cotton at
Young Henry Hayloid experienced I displeased, smiled until the tobacco I kotch puttin’ gear on grasshoppers than I Glance of 100 feet, the dog at 105 regular intervals over the rest of the
mch difficultyin finding, in his some- »pit ran from the corners of his mouth, to be kotch puttin’ my arms round a feet; it ig not so easy to decide as be- drapery-clustered leaves, and give to
•what
rhat contracted sphere
snhere of operation, a | “Let him go," he replied. “I
‘I was
was I gal
gal. Whoop!" and
and Windm
Windin' liiados,
13 lad os, | fore>
fore, although mistakes are rare
rare w.th
___
a the outer edge a finish of plaited laoe,
•vocation which would yield a pleasure- sorter o’ that turn myself when I was a in celebrationof his conquest, seized a noTTna\ eye. But at 500 and 000 feet, which may be had for 5 cents a yard.
We, not to say remunerative return. I boy, an’ daddy lowed that I wouldn’t bench leg and belaboredthe writing- 1 respectively, it is less easy, although
Sofa pillows, foot rests, bannerets,
One dav after having experimented amount to nothin’,but arter awhile I
. I we can still tell which is to the right and screens are made of stamped velvetwith quite a number of “callings," in- turned out to be the best plow boy
“I’m goin’ to tell pa on you, sir, said ana which to the left The images ine painted in light tints in water colors.
Ending a mild attempt in the pulpit, the
the
formed on the retina by the same object The slightest possible knowledge of
he heard that a school-teacher
Winter came, and still no other
T m goin to tell him on you, again I at diflerent times are very similar, dif- painting is requisite, for the art conureatly needed in a far-removed dis- pils appeared. By the bright log fire, whooping and striking the
fering only in size and ditinctnesa. sists simply in coloring the floral detrict, known as “Panter Walk." He | while the snowstorm raged outside,! “I don t see how anybody can study |’or this reason it is difficult to judge sign delicatelyin colors suitable to
of distances, requiring much practice. their forms. Leaves should be in rather
began the study of veterinarysurgery, Hayloid found himself better
YJ11 “e making such a noise.
A person
standing
a straight strip
bnt not being very much taken with than ho had ever been before, and
# Study, har yah, whoop! and
r ---------- pn
-------*
paler tints than nature orders, with
the profession, he decided to go at once interest, instead of becoming lees, grew raised a deafening
\V al, when 0f railroad is rarely able to tell wheth- more inclinationto olive tints. Red,
to “Panter Walk" and begin the much- greater. The teacher had at first
bad sufficiently commemoratedIns er a distant train is approaching or re- yellow, and deep bine flowers should be
needed coarse of instruction. Arriving, cided that he would not beg for pupils, discovery, believe 1 11 go home if thar ceding, or at rest, so slight is the more delicatelycolored.
he found a small log school-house and on no occasiondid he request the I am t gom to be no school, andtieiore I change in apparent size from which the
A shield for a lamp chimney is made
eparsely supplied with benches. The farmers to send their children. He was ® protest could be made, Windm distance is to be estimated.Upon the of card board and silk. Tako a piece
farmers whom he consulted, agreed treated politely, yet he could see that Blades had leaped from the door and I sea it is very difficult, without long of card-board two inches deep and
that a school was the very thing they the people of the neighbornood cared I
practice, to judge of distances,
nearly two inches wide. Sew together
needed, but that no one could expect nothing for his society, but as this
,w“ unfoJkunate,said
Refraction always changes the op* to form a ronnd and line with silk. Put
much “of a showin’ till arter the crops | differencewas mutual he spent very |
I 7,°, 81V® 7lm08t aDY‘ | parent place of an object, so that we it on plain, letting it stand over a little
were laid bv." This was certainly dis- 1 little time in
, | tbing if it could be recalled,
seem to see the sun after it has gone at the upper edge, where it is drawn
cooraging,but a. yonng Hayloid
One day Windin’ Blades faded
“Are you aorry that you told me ?
below the horizon. A more striking tight. The ornamentation for the outbut less frequent phenomenon of renothing else in view, he decided to re- 1 come, bnt Weed, with her face all aglow
Oh, no.
side is composed of a box-pleated frill
main and take his chances. When | with healthful exercise, came as usual | “Then yon are that— that you tried fraction is that known as mirage. Re of ribbon a half-inch wide, surmounted
school opened, only two “scholars” I When she had hung up her homespun | k° kiBs
. . I fraction also affects the color of an ob- by a unique design for which two strips
“No; for if some one had stepped in|ject The media through which the
made their appearance, the family cloak and shaken the snow from her
of card-board are cut, each eleven
and shot me I ^should not have regret- light passes has more or less effect noproperty ot old Jim Bocklaster. One | bright hair, Hayloid asked
inches long and three-quartersof an
ted my
on the ray. In a f g objects are dimly
was a “gangling” boy, whose awkward “Where is your brother?’’
inch wide; one is covered with the
“And you^do love me as truly asyou a^cj^ the effect resembling that due to
form and recklessness of gait, hod
“He ain’t here.”
plain silk, the other with velvet. The
say you
distance; hence objects look larger
the appellation of “Windin’ Blades."| “I see he’s not here, but where
silk may be painted or embroidered.
‘ Deeper than I can express, and I for the eye judges of the size of an obTho girl, tall And, with a disposition to I he?”
The two strips are now tacked sloping
want you to be my
ject hy multiplying the size of an imromp, was rather good-looking, and
“At home.”
across each other at one end and then
“Don’t you think that I am too much ag0 or impressionreceived by the
wore around her light hair a bine rib“Why didn’t he come?”
wound around each other, by which the
of a child
square of the distance, while the latter
bon— silken-streak of civilization.
“Had to go to mill.”
corners are formed ; if not of the exact
“Weed, don’t you think that you are | “N?» jou are quite a woman. We i8 estimated from the indistinctness of shape they must be pinched in here and
“And wlmt is jour name?” asked the
learningVery
cft? !tndy together, and your bright the object. In the fog the apparent
teacher.
there. A round piece of satin ten
1 mind can blossom into a flower of bnj- distance is increased, but the eye inter“They call me Weed, sir,” she said.
Yes, sir."
inches wide at the edge and two inches
prets it as due to the opposite cause.
“ »Vhy did they give you such a
T don’t think that I ever sow any liance and
high is now gathered with a narrow
name?’’
one make such progress. You have a . . They are standing in front of the | on looking at the photographof a tree, heading for a top puffing. The upper
a church, a monument, or a pyramid,
“( au<e she growed so fast,
“ter- 1 fine order of mind, and I hope that
„
edge is drawn in olose and ornamented
it is not possible to form a correct idea
rupted Windin’ Blades.
after I leave the neighborhood you wiU I “I will be your wife.”
with a large silk pompon.
He took her in his arms, and was in ! of its size unless a man or animal is
As no other pupils came, Hayloid de- 8tm pursue your studies.”
Once is Enough.
___________
cided to go ahead regardless of
‘‘You
are not thinking about leaving,r the act of kissing her, when the old man seen in the same view, with which to
campare it In nature, especiallyon
bew. It was withi some trouble that | ftre ‘you ?" looking up with eye« Fn | Sooklaster stepped into the
Though most people do their best to
the two students could be classified.Nfhich there lurked shadows of sad- “Hello! Wall, by jinKs, this is a | land, the interveningobjects that lead prolong life, few are in favor of repeatWindin’ Blades had only one book, a |
| fanny sort o’
| up to it give tl\e data on which to cal
ing il Even with the wisdom acquired
faltered cop r of “Paradise Lost,”
“I shall not leave immediately
Hayloid stammered an unintelligibleculate the distance. Where none inter- in a lifetime to arm one for the battle,
nobody longs to go book and try it over
i .......
again. Indeed, those who are honest
agriculture among the ancient
twisted the flax home-made but- that if Weed has lant as fast in that ar and when the air is venr clear and admit that they could not do it; that
ton,.
t
ton on ber drew, and gazed fixedly at br“<* Ra T116.1*" “ ber
» ‘mnsparent, aa in flolorado.diatanoa. knowing what tho ordeal is they would
mighty--ap’’scholar. Can t you sorter seem less than they are. If the object have no courage to begin il Each
.kMthe'toacl.er
«>e roaring log*
seems to feel as he nears the end of
4Wked
the
I '““DTiou'wimt'iiie to stay here?” he I Wain
’"P^ yon
ya'P6’'.
| ia aeen throngh tranaparent, bnt cold,
. *
j “There is not much of sn explanationmedia, the form remains true, but the the intricate and tiresome journey that
“A tramp gave ’em to ns for a jag
•of buttermilk,"replied Windin’ Blades.
he has been miraculously preserved;
“Can your father read?1
that another time he might net be so
stsy
I
“He can read little book!, 1
fortunate. The greater his accumula•can’t read one as big as this."
tion of wisdom the more certain he is
“Your mother can doubtless read," “No,” she replied, with brightening “Told him that I am too young,” in- Russia is in the head of the line of of this. Nothing is more destructive to
eyes, we can t stay anywhere always, ^posed the blushing
bells, some of her manufacture being self conceit than living.
turning to the girl
We
have
to
die
some
|
“WaU,”
said
the
old
man
in
expletive,
| the most famous in the world.
It is
“She can’t read now, bnt she aster
It is not the disabled, the defeated,
Why, Weed, you are running ahead Nor
reftUy say nothing, and said that in Moscow alone, before the and the baffled alone who rejoice that
•oould."
«ludi?8*T>Xou. have jnmpe^ I onlv said “wall” to "gain rime. “Wall I great fire, there were no fewer than 1,- the bnatness of 'life is one that can have
“Why can’t she read now?"
no^n. 7<u*
lavrm iw>iia
takes a«
so nach7(KJ large
bells. One called the Giant, no repetition. The successful, the hon“Because the book she learned to from the Fourth Reader to an advanced |il reckon that «a gal what faVaa
book of
, ul to kissin’ ain’t much too young tp get which was cast in the sixteenth century ored, the envied — those who are conaread is dnn lost There comes pap.”
She did not^ thoroughly comprehend |
broken by falling from its support. sidered victors — entertain the same
Old man Sooklasterentered, nodded,
his meaning, bnt she laughed and
Did
you
meet
Windin’
Blades,”
askand
recast in 1654, was so large that it feeling. They rejoice that it is not to
-and said:
stowed on him a glance which forever | e(j
required twenty-four men to ring it; be done over again.
“Mornin’ to you, momin*, sir. Got
remained a pleasant memory.
“No, I hain’t seed him since he left .
its weight was estimated at ‘268,000
-wort o’ slim prospeck."
No one wants to live his childhood
pounds. It was suspended from an im over again, although that stage of his
“Yes the childrendon’t seem to be
mense beam at the foot of a boll-tower, existancemay have been comparatively
•coming very
I
”
yo? reck™ ?”
bnt it again fell daring the fire of June a happy one. Maturity has taught him
“I reckon a good deal”
Old Sooklaster was not disappointed I ,dJ1D?,
..
.....
at the “slim prospeck.*In fact,
. ‘Ye8» sbe replied, sadly, my little
“Wall. Mr. Hayloid has been er kis- 19, 1706, and was a second time broken that it was inferior; and sad as his wisto fragments,which were used with ad
sin’ of Weed.”
dom is, he would not exchange it for
_ ___ _____ ________
0 _____
•Muragement^above
’his'' ndghtmrs,
.Uh’a^e “He’s got a right to kiss Weed. He’s | ditional materialin 1732 in casting the the ornde bliss of ignorance.
King of Bells, still to be seen in Mos-was extending to the canse of ednea- 80 bright that everybody wanted to g0in’ ter bo yer brother.”
The middle-aged man sighs, perhaps,
kiss it, but she died. When they said “How "
I cow. Borne falling timbers in the tire
that his youth has been spent unproflt“i reckin’ you’re goin’ to go right on that she could not get well I did
____ #
_____ Wall,
____I _reckon
_
______
“By marryin’
Weed.
| of
1737 broke a piece from its side, ably, but be does not want it back
•with the undertakin jes’ the same as if believe them, but one morning when I the school ’ud better break up fur ter- which has never ‘ en replaced. This again.
1 went to
you had a whole paasel o’ scholars
*« the
•-“« bed and found the bloom |I ^y.
day. Come an’ well all go home. Mur bell is estimated to weigh 443,732
The patriarch boasts of bis days of
“Yes,” replied Hayloid, “I came here | ajl ffone, I knew that they had told^ne^ | will be glsd ter hear o’ the ’gagement, pounds; it is nineteen feet, three inch- strong young manhood, bnt he would
secure the the truth. Now I know that everybody faj. 8he’8 mightily pleased with Weed's es high, and measures round the mar not go back and live them over if he
io teach and so
so long as
as I
I can
can secure
Attendance of a single pupil, I
die and that the bloom does not lamin’. A woman can go throngh life gin, sixty feet, nine inches. Its value could. No, be does not wish to live it
-oontinue to make my best efforts
Ufa but many times means death.” er lamin’, bnt airter a boy gets to be in metal alone ia estimated to amount
over again, not in his happiest hours.
•behalf of
He looked at her in surprise. He bout 21, he thinks he knows it all an’ to upward of $300,000. Si Ivan’s, also They are all safe in memory, and he
“Glad to know it Yon’re the only bad taken grwt pains to correct her don't lam no
in Moscow, is forty feet, nine inches in speaks of them with a smile and a sigh,
Tight sorto’ teacher we've had in this lahga&g®. and had from day to
The old lady was indeed pleased to circumference, sixteen and one-hal but he does not ask for them again.
or some
uumju her advancement; jot
uo was
wua not
uut j bear
near oi
tne engager
communityr for
[noted
yet he
of the
engagement, as she “tnok inches thick, and weighs 127,38b Yet they were full of honor, crowded
“By the »»T, Mr. Bocklaater, thew I prepared lor the expreMion of »noh I TOCh » likin’ ter the young man” that pounds. The bells of China rank next with love and crowned with success.
h w!
which your children have views, common enough with older peo* 8he opened the peiar preserves which [ to those of Russia £in size. In Pekin
with
And the aged woman whose girlhood
she had been saving for the preacher, there are seven bells, each of which, was a blaze of belledom, and whose
are by no means ap- P1®. but rare with one so
been
“You"Ml
are right,
Weed.
roe
At night, while in contented half according tp Father Le Compte, early woomanhoodwas rich in happi... ......
^ The
Theroeexna7
I be bright to-day,
matte* with
to-day,but
but to-night a frost circle they sat by the fire, Hayloid re- weighs 120,01)0pounds. The weight of ness : Does she sigh to repeat her vanj bill
kill it;
it; but
bn we have wandered
__ of agriculture several may
the leading great bells of t*
ished years? If asked she would say:
ears sgo, telling of wooden from our wbjeoi What was I trying
“It has ever been a mystery to me may be seen in the following
“Once is enough.”
why I did not have more pupils. I was I King of B: lls, (Moscow) ....... ....... 448.733
ox thrashing meohinee; the toteU y<ra,anjw»y?"
And so everywhere the same refusal
“About your going to leave.
told that the people of tnis neighbor- Bt. Kan’s (Moscow) ........ ........... 137.88 to go through it all would be heard.
Is a1 book* which only advanced
“Oh, yes. You know that I cannot hood wanted .
"Once is enough.” Who, after readthem" from | remain here much longer. Very few
The old man laughed.
.40,000 ing the poets, oould return to the primhe’s a men vould have staid this long, but I,
.......... 4 -.000 er and find it endurable ? Who either
"Day after day," continued the Rouen (Fra ice),,...,.,
l they was
...ieV.ee. 88,470
Better let’em having nothing to do—
teacher, “I expected to _______
receive addi- [St^PauVs. ..........
wishes or needs to learn the same lep(Westminster)..............8
books awhile, “^d did y°u *^7 here because you tional encouragement, but aa you
aon, twice? Qncc is enough..
Mrnt all iWa I bad nothing to do?”
I was disappointed. What kind
..^.•...•..ee.^t
The peanut crop promises well this
“I don’t exactly mean that I mean
I —Inter Ocean.
that I could not have remained had how?” bftVe y°u
OUR buJk blood.
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a substantial friend, excluding the air : and we have also
and not a doll ; a helpmate, not a help- kept them fresh, so as to use them twice,
An Eminent Teacher on Choosing m Cell- eat; a counselor,and not a simpleton. by covering the blooms over with a wet
inf— Lewis Cess end Denlel Webster.
You may not be able to* carry a piano ! handkerchief, or wadding. MaidenDr. Benjamin Abbott
)Dott waa
was for
ror Jialf
nail a
a ^to your house, but you can purchase hair fern mavbe kept fresh for a long
century principalof Phillips Exeter
‘
gpjnning-yrheelor a set of knitting- time by placing it m a basin full of
Academy. He wass one of the most nec(ne8> if you cannot purchase a nov- j water, so that it is quite covered, till
eminent teachers this country has ever el, you may be able to take some valua- j wanted. We have frequently, in this
produced. Last June the 100th birth ble paper. If you can not buy a ticket : way, known it to be used in the hair
day of the academy over which he so to a ball, you can visit some afflicted | three or four nights running,even when
for illustrated pamphlet, free.
long and so successfully presided was neighbor. Be careful where you look it had seemed quite withered.
celebrated. The pamphlet which for your wife and wffiom you
"Put up” at tbe Gault House.
records the proceedings of this occasion We know many a foolish man,
A. Government Sheriff,
The business man or tourist will find firstcontains the followingreminiscences of instead of choosing an industriousand | Mr. Edward L. Green. Sheriff, Auckland, class accommodationsat the low prtoe of SI
Dr. Abbott, from the pen of Prof. prudent woman for his wife, took one New Zealand, writes: “I received an injury and SS.fiO per day at the Gault House, Chlo*Waterhouse, of Washington Univer- from the fashionablewalks of life, and to my shoulder in June, 1882, and from that go, corner Clintonand Madison streets. This

BOYHOOD OF EMINENT MEN.

Yoons Men, Rood TtUo.
The Voltaic Belt O.k, of Marshall,Mich.,
oner to send their celebratedBubotho- Voltaic Melt and other ElectkicAppliances
on trial for thirty days, to men (young or
old. mulcted with nervous debility, loss «f
vitality and manhood, and all kindred troub es. Also for rheumatism,neuraliria,paralysis. and many other diseases. Complete
io toration to health, vigor, and manhood
usranteed.No risk Is Incurred, aa thirty
dayb' trial is allowed.Write them atonoe

choice. You want

,

*

|

-

choose.

who,

sity:

lamenting his folly in dust and ashes.
e ran, into the fire with his eyes
wide open, and who but himself is to
)lnme?
The time was when ladies went visiting and brought their work with them.
This is why wo have such excellent
mothers. How singular would a gay
woman look in a fashionablecircle
darning her father's stocking or carding wool to spin! And yet such a woman would be a prize for somebody.
is

Dr. Abbott was then about 85 years
old. His venerable figure was seldom
seen on the street, but his name was
like a living presence. The personal

-

qualitieswhich, through fifty years of
service, had won so wide a fame for
Phillips Exeter Academy were well
known to all the students.Stories of his
high-bred courtesy and moral dignity
of character, of ms effective discipline
and noble ardor in the work of instrucbeverages are unaware as to the method
Hay-Fkvek. 1 can ruoo uineiid ihjy's Cream
'aim to all Hay- Fever sufferers; it is, in my
tion, were among the most cherished
by which the cocoa seeds are obtained
opinion, a sure euro. 1 was afflicted for
traditions of the academy. An earnest
Cocoa, or cacao, is extractedfrom the twenty-flvoyears, and never before found
The Weeping Willow
desire to see so distinguisheda teacher
seed of small trees of the genns theo- permanent relief.— W. H. Haskins, MarshMore thm 150 years ago a merchant
^."when* culfcated"
field,Vt
induced me to call on Dr. Abbott. He
received me with cordiality, and ex- oet his fortune. He went to Smyrna, a from twelTe ^ eight6en high, bnt
The solvent properties of crude oil are so
pressed the gratification which the seaside city of Asia Minor to recover a higher eievation in their wild state, well established that it is unnecessary to
t. Alexander Pope, one of the great I Tta flo^eTs are small, an i cluster on quote examplee. Carbollne is made from
'visits of studentsafforded him.
joets of England, was the merchant
branches and trunk, the matured crude oil devoid of smell, and la guaranteed
“I have given," said he, with a smile,
to remove scurf and dandruff.
warm
mend,
and
sympathized
with
him
ftroit
appearing as though artificially
“the best energies of my life to the
Hay-Fever. I have been a Hay-Fever auf| attached. Out of each cluster only one
education of youth, and it is but nat- in Ins
feror for three years; have often heard Ely’s
Soon after the merchant arrived in
jg allowed tomatnre, and this when
ural that I should not be indifferent to
Cream Balm spoken of in tho highestterma.
Smyrna he sent to Pope, as a present, |
grown ^ from BeVen inches to ten I used it, and with tho moat wonderful suothe regard of young folks."
Some inquiries with referenceto my a b0A0f,
inches lon^by three inches to four-and- 06S8.—T. B. Geer, Syracuse, N. Y.
^de. The five cells conown objects in life served to introduce poet had bmlt a beautiful vdla at Twick- a
“Buchu-Paiba.”Quick, complete cure, all
tiie theme which seemed to absorb all enham, on the bank of the Thames, and tain each a row of fromfive to ten seeds annoying kidney and urinary diseases. $1.
•his thoughts. He explained at length was adorning it with trees, shrubbery imbedded in a pink, acid pulp, the
The increasingsales of Plao's Cure attest
cocoa bean. The tree is indigenous to
his own theory of education, and spoke and flowering
its claim as tbe best cough remedy.
On
opening
the
box
of
figs
Pope
disMexico,
but
it
can
be
cultivated
near
of the progress of the academy since
vered in it a small twig of the tree. the twenty-fifthparallel of latitude,
it first came under his control in 1788.
“Rough pn Corns.” Ifto. Ask for it ComAlluding to the choice of a profession, It was a atranger to him Aa it came and thrives at any elevation under plete cure, hard or soft oonu, warts, bunions.
tom the East he planted it in to U.WQ feet, but it requires a rich soil, a
he said:
Thk profits of flower-farmingin some
“I have always been accustomed to ground near the riyer, close by bis tU- | warm humid atmosphere, and protec- portionsof the old world are shown in
The spot accidentally chosen for tion from cold winds.
advise young men to take good care of
_ __ The
trees are the following figures : An acre of jesthe
planting
was
favorable
to
its
growth,
p^p^ted
from
seeds
in
a nursery untheir health, perfect themselves m their
samine plants, 8U,000
80,0
in* number, will
studies, acquire as much practical or the twig was from the weeping wil- they attain a height of from fourteen produce 5,000 pounds of flowers, valued
eighteen inches, when they
knowledge and general information as octree possibly from the bank of
at $1,250; an acre of rose trees, 10,000
which ftre
hmted and carefuUy sheltered in number, will yield 2,000 pounds of
possible, and then let circumstances of the nvera of
and the bent of their genius dictate flourishes best along the borders of wa- 1 bv planting ot}ier tree8 ab0ut them, flowers, worth $375; 800 orange trees,
ter courses.
what vocationthey should follow.”
.
, , Thev commence to bear about the fifth growing on one acre, will yield at ten
Tins little twig grew vigorously, and,
' but do not etuin maturity until
It was suggested that some teachers
years of age 2,000 pounds of flowers,
recommend an early choice of a calling m a few years, it became a large tree, tbe eighth, and continue yielding fruit valned at $220; an acre of violets, proand the pursuit of the special studies spreading wide its branches and droop- for
ducing 1,600 pounds of flowers, is
which tend to promote professional suc- ing, graceful sprays, and winning the 8pec
crop, as worth $800; an acre of acacia trees, of
admiration oi
of me
the poet’s
friends as
as well
t[ie trees
j
aalmranon
poet s menas
weii thQ
continue bearing all the time, 360, will, at three years of age, yield
cess.
aU 8tage8 being
“No, no," he replied with great earn aeetrangere.It became the ancestor flowera and {rait
900 pounds of flowers, worth $450; an
of
all
the
weepmg
willow
trees
in
Engonriou8ly
0E
the
name tree. But
estness, “I do not believe that this is
acre of geranium plants will yield somebest. I have always counseled the youth
v
• i, tw 1ia Venezuela the principal gatherings thing over 2,000 ounces of distilled
There was a rebellion m the English- „„ ^ June and y&nml*,. Chocolate
under my charge first to complete their
attar, worth $4,000; an aore of lavengeneral studies, and then to follow the Amencan Colonies in 1775. Bntish jH generttuymade from the finer varie- der, giving over 3,500 pounds of flowers
waa „ favorite
guidance of their natural tastes in the hpops were sent to Boston to put down tie5olcocoJa
for distillation, will yield a value of
e k Ccntral Am6rica iong beselection of a profession. A long ob- the msnrreot.on. Their leadera expect$1,500.
servationof the careers of young men ed it to end in a few weeka after than for6 ^olnmbu8 di8C0vered tbe New
"Rough on Rats." Clean out rat*, mice, fliea,
arrival Borne young officersbrought Worli Ag at pre8ent prep„ed choco.
confirm the wisdom of this course.”
roaches, bed-bugs, ants, vermin, chipmunks. 15a
cake8i\£ii6 cocoa is
A transition from this subject to the fishing tackle with them to enable late ig made
ld
flak or nib8. Pi bo’s Remedy for Catarrh Isa certaincure
great men who had once been under them to enjoy sport after thenr brief
for that very obnoxious disease.
his tuition was very natural to a teacher war. Others came to settle on the conHigher
Prices tor Butter.
fiscated
lands
of
the
“rebels.”
proud of the success of his pupils. The
"Rough on Itch* cures humors, eruptions, ringAmong the latter was a young
young Officer
officerI All dairymen who use Well*, Riohard?on A worm. tetter, Mlt rheum, frosted foot, chilblains.
incident which Dr. Abbott related
on the staff of Gen. Howe. He brought Oo-’* Improved Butter Color agree that It inabout school boys who have since beo
lxJ-JLL_.,i
-i„a -il „ a”- creases the value of butter several cents a
come illustrious were extremelyinter- with hun, wrapped m oiled silk, a twig pound- jti9 pure an(i harmless,convenient
from rope s weepmg willow tree at for instant use, tyis no ta*te or odor, and
esting.
“Lewis Cass," he said, “was a very Twickenham,which he intended to plant gives a clear, golden richness to tho bettor.
Jf 1the ''ery
bu^r color obtainable,
wild boy. One day his father, Maj on.some stream watering his American 11
and is not expensive.In eve y State in the
Union tho demand for it Is Increasing.
Cass, came to me and asked me if
Washingtoncommanded an army
would take his son.”
fore Boston which kept the British im- 1 If you wore doomed to the stake, would
“Certainly; but why do you ask?”
\pr',[or<mM!Ve,i I’’ould pref6r
“Oh! the youngster is headstrong prisoned in that city a long time
and hard to manage. I am an officer, thepr1 will. On his staff was his stepson,
Lota of People
and can govern soldiers, but that boy John Parke Cuatis.who frequentlywent
'
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AGUE

FEVER and

FEVER,

Or CHILLS and

-

far-famed hotel is located in the center of the
date* until July, 1883, I could not use my
city, only one block from the Union Depot
arm. I applied to medical men and use l Elevator:all appointments first-class.
all sorts of liniment without any benefit. I
H. W. Horr, Proprietor.
have great pleasure in stating I had occasion
For
dyspepsia,
indigestion, depressionof
to use 8t. Jacobs Oil for it, and I had not
used it more than ten minutes before I felt spirits,and general debility in their various
forms; also, a* a preventive again' t fever and
the beneficialeffect, and I can work with
ague, and other Intermittent fevers, the
my saw or spade as well as ever I did, and “Ferro-Phosphorated
Elixir of Calisaya,'*
recommend it to any one sufferingpain.
made by Caswell,Hosard A Co., of New York,
and sold by all druggists,is the best tonlo;
Cocoa and Chocolate.
and for patients recovering from fever or
Many drinkers of these pleasant otyer sickness it has no equal.

JOHN BOLL’S

DR.

110

Ul

MALARIAL DISEASES

The proprietor of thie celebrated medicine justly claims for it a superiorityover
all remedies ever offered to the public for
the SAFE, CXBTAQT, SPEEDY and PERMANENT cure of Ague and Fever, or Ohillr
and Fever, whether of short or long standing. He refors to the entire Western aiA
Southern country to boar himleitimonytothe truth of tho assertion tint in no oaio
whateverwill it Hail to euro if tho dhreotions are etrlotly followed and carriedout
In a great many oases a single dose bar
been lufflolent for a cure, and whole families have been cured by a single bottle, with*

in smallerdoses for a week or two after tbtdiseeie has been chocked, more especially^
in difficultand long-standing cases. Usually this medicine will not require any aid
to keep tho bowels in good order. ShouM

tbe patienthowever,reoulre a oatbartio
medicine,after having taken
takei three or four
doiei of tno Tonic, u single does of BULLYVEGETABLZ FAIQLY PILLS will bo suSfloiont.

BULL’S SABIAPABXLLA is the olt ill
remedy for impurities of the blood,
and Borofuloui afleottone—the King et
reliable

Blood Purifiers.
DR. JOHN BULL’S TEG1TABL1
DESTROYER is prepared in the form of
candy drops, attractive to tho eight aad
pleasant to the taste.

WORM

DR. JOHN,

BEJXaZa’R

SMITH’S TONIC SYRSP,
' BULL’S

SARSAPARILLA,

BULL’S WORM DESTROYER,.
Tho Popular Remedteo of tho Day.
1
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much for me."
“What does he do?"
“Plays truant, runs away from his Gen. Howe. He became acquainted | cleansed, renewed, and enrichedwith KldneyWort. It act* at the same tlmo on tho Kid(work, steals off without my permission with the young officerwho had the
neys, Liver, and Bowels, and ho* more real
to go a gunning, fishing, and swim- willow twig, and they became fast virtue in a package than can be found in any
friends.
other remedy for the same class of diseases.
ming, and is full of all kinds

FRAZERS
mm.
MATIN THI WORLD.

OT del the Oeuuln*. Sold Evtrywhor*.

Mme. L. LANCE'*

Mill

pranks.”
“Well, send him to me, and Pll see
what I can do with him."

,S».k Hct* tl’aMf
with order. Boat by Muilm
scaled prgonrec'ptofpnea
pk g

“The boy was placed under my

charge. Several months later I met
his father and asked him how his son
was getting along. ‘Well, sir,’ said he,
‘if Lewis was half as afraid of the A1
mighty as he is of you, I should never
have any more trouble with him.’”
In relating this incident Dr. Abbot
fairly shook with laughter which the
recollectionof Major Cass’ answer ex- the weeping willows in the United
i

cited.
It is scarcely necessary to

that,

Some time

the Fashion.— Tho Diamond
Dyes always do more than they claim to do.

he
country

talent for practical affairs

than for the

details of scholarship.
In speaking of the Schoolboy traits

of Daniel Webster, Dr. Abbott mentioned an unexpected fact. He saic
that “young Webster showed an insuperable aversion *to declamation. As
‘the boy is father to the man,’ it might

have been supposed that

the lad

who

was destined to be pre-eminent in oratory would have exhibited an easy fondness for declamation,but no persuasion

could overcome his
Louis Republican.

diffidence.
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Commend us to a girl of ^hom it is
sneeringly said, “She works for 8 living.” in her we are always sure to
find the elements of a woman —a lady
true, we are not prepared to see a mincof chronic dising step, a haughty lip, a fashionable
«*« v
,
__ _ _ _ __ remarkable. Jl A copy of
dress, or to hear a- string oL nonsense the "water in the shade gives a most these Interviews, also a Treatise on Commailed free, by Dre.
about young, men .and. balls— *the new cii arming aspect to the flowers, and will I pound Oxygen, will bo maned
preserve them for a very long time, if fetkrfceyfifPalen; 1109 Girard at. ffrtladelphla.
the air can only be kept out This is
In the Book. of Martyrs we read of the
agoules of men who suffered for their faith.
and In our work-a^lay experience we learu
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other Remedies
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Family Remedy,
saw it consumed bj fire to 1815.
The tree which grew from the
DAVIS’
planted at the entrance to Gates’
A Cnre of I>n®umoni»remained until comparativelya
®arnahy. of Owcgo, N. Y., says
years ago. It stood on the northeast tUt h,a dau*hter waB taken with a violent
corner of Third avenue and Twenty- 001(1 whloh terminated with pfieumonio, and
second street. It was a direct descen- ^ tbo t>eBt physiciansgave the case up and
dant, in the third generation,of Pope’s P*!!1 8lle oowM hve but a few hours at most, It was the first and is the only perma
willow, planted at Twickenham
*n this conditionwhen a friend reonent Fain Reliever. ;
oramonded Dr. Wm. Hall’s Balsam for the
-7Lungs, and advieed her to try it. 8b© ao- IIS MERITS
UHBUBPASSED
A Novel
oepted It as a lost resort, and was surprised
There is nothing to equal it In a law momenta It
A pretty floral device, which has a | to find that It produced a marked change for cure*
charming effect, especially by gas-li^bt the better, and by persevering a permanent
Colic, Cramps, Spasms, Heartburn, DIor candle-light, may be made by placing | cure was effected,
arrhoa, Dysentery,Flax,
a small bouquet of flowers in a plain
Three Brmarkable Interviews.
glass vase, and over this a little glass
Dyspepsia, Sick
A reporter has interviewed Hon. Wm. D.
case; then the whole is to be plunged
iTonTudgr^ndT^ of New
Headache.
into a pail of water, so that the shade York; and T. 8. Aikhur, In regard to their
It
la
found
to
is quite full, and, before taking it out, a experiencewith Compound Oxygen. These
l

at lowoat pm*# ant.
paper, cardboant ant

envrlopo
Bend' for Monthly

wrapper. None genuine whhout it

height, stood near the corner of
Even the homeliest man, when assistinga
tv-seventh street and Second avenue, foWow-passcngerto put his nickel in the
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BtowellAOSk
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tio Gates, of the Revolution,settled

It was, however, intimated that at Exeter the fnture statesman evinced more
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Wi«.

Hora- Color over that old dross. It will look like
on now. They aro warranted. 10c. at druggists’.
controlledby the preceptor’s extraordiWells, Richardson Jc Co., Burlington,Vt
nary power of discipline, the strong the “Rose Hill Farm,” on New York
“Abe the sails on the ship of state made
motive energieswhich led young Cass Island, and at the entrance to a lane
which led from a country road to his I from tho Presidential canvass?” asks a young
into all sorts of boyish mischief were
house, he planted a twig from the vig- statesman from Brooklyn.— Actc lurk Times.
directed to nobler objects. The results
orous
willow at Abingdon, which
Horaford’a Acid Phosphate,
of the wise management which quickhad
brought
with
him.
That
beware or imitations.
ened the ambition and roused into
action the faculties of a powerful na- rood is now Third avenue and the lane Imitationsand counterfeit*have again apis Twenty-secondstreet. Gates’ man- P»rei 1!e surt’ thaj t!,° word “Horsford *’•
ture are recorded in American history
add
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States.
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704 Broadway, N. Y.Clty.-

Instead of “crushing the rebellion in
Why are the human race like an aucarmy at Boston,
tioneer's goods. Because they are always
at the end of an imprisonment of nine
going, going, gone.
Rheumatlsm/tfeuraigia,
Sciatica,
months were glad to fly by sea for life
Lumbage. Bxckscht, H*t4MhS, Tooth* ch*.
and liberty to Halifax. Long before Ladies of all ages who suffer from loss of
that flight the British subaltern,satis- appetite, from 1m perfect digest Ion, low Ppirit*
1NB ALL OTHKE EODIL1
SO DILI fAlBS
rilBS Alt A CEB.
*»
and nervous debility,inaybavo health renewfied that he should never have an esed and llfo extended by tho use of Mrs. Lydia
tate in America to adorn, gave his oare- E. Plnkham's remediesfor all complaints
THK CHAKLES A. VOCELKK
MOA. TMIUEAOO
K*lU»or^ HA^C.t. A
fully preserved willow twig to young | specially incident to the female constitution.
Gnstis, who planted it at Abingdon, his
“I look out for number won," says the
estate in Virginia, where it grew and young speculator who scans a lottery list— Mm AddreM VALENTINE HROS.. Janexvllle.
flourished, anid became a parent of all New York Commercial Adoertlucr.
Rmv relief1
six weeks,” the British
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The 0ld#st Meditine is the World is

probably Dr. Isaac
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Successor* to W. C.

are sellingand keep for sale some very fine

"ElghteousneiBEx&lteth % Nation.”

HI

COOKING STOVES,

“HI

A

tot'i

ance the blessing inherited by those whose
souls are untarnished by the corrupting in

tie Paul says:

large

and very fine stock of

We

also Lave a

stock of
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ALABASTINE|

wine-

Ladies are invited to call and examine our stock? of

_

Spring Dress Goods, New Style

invite the in

“Be not drunk with

Ml

always on band.

dangerous drink sufficientto counter-bal

dwelling of the spirit of truth? The

HOLLAND,

Las just been received and will be sold at remarkable low figures.
Boots and Shoes, Rubbers and Slippers superior to any in the City.

or pleasure or the use of this

who

•

the One- Price Store of

F-A-LI-i CX-iOTHIIIsrCx

A large stock of

God

who made me to be pure and holy I will
conquer. I’ll not make the body which
was made to be the temple of the Holy
Ghost— a receptacle of the beverage which
sheets its recipientsout of the Kingdom of
Heaven. " Why halt ye in this matter? Is

fluence of alcohol, and

at

AND RANGES.

not take one drop

pernicious habit, and by the help of

goods

HARRINGTON,

E. 3.

hence forward fight against this

the profit

in the stock of

be temples of the Holy Ghost,

to

say to yourselves:
more;

made

has been

We might say with the Inspired Prophet of old: “How long bolt ye between two
opinions?”If it be right to spend your
money for naught or that which proflteth
not. Tarry at the wine cup, but if your
bodies are

A VERY RADICAL CHANGE

MELIS.

of Prints, i Dress' Patterns.

_
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HATS AND CAPS.

Towelings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace,

and

r

Calicos

hut be filled with the Spirit.” From this

we learn that the two spirits cannot dwell

same individual. Which

in the

0 men bearing

will ye have 0, men at whose hearts the

Tools,

Gardem panning

Spirit is bo earnestly striving for admission? Will ye cling to the

in an endless number of styles

shades .

wine cup and

a fbesh stock or obocemeb constantly oh hahd.

COME

bid the Blessed Spirit of truth depart? Is
it

and designs.

Which

name of Christ?

the

in all

will ye

your back to the Holy
and God-fearing men and become a
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and

BEST BABO-AIITS
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better to turn

Spirit

The best of

Holland, Mich., Aug. 6th, 1884.

companion of stupid gibbering fools than

Varnishes,

to stand with the children of sobriety, Paints, Oils,

“How

• and light.

long do ye halt

With

’

f

and White Lead.

what light do ye intend to “glorify your
Father

which

Is

in

Heaven?” Which do
Which will exalt

can be obtained of ns.
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ye choose, God or wine?

individuals and nations?

Which has

We
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- (To bo Continued.)
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Barbed Pence

says: “Having received so

much

copper, tin.

arc .rowareJ Estimates given

benefit

feel it my duty to
humanity know it. Have
had a running sore on my leg for ten
years; my doctors toll me I would have

from Electric Bitters, I

whips,

let suffering

to

Wire

Editor Bone’ Scraping.

Edward Shepherd, of Harrisburg,III,

have the bone scraped

or leg

grind stones,

amputated.

pumps

my

leg is

now sound and

AND,

ETC.

and Bucklen’sArnica Salve at
per box by H. Walsh.

bottle,

cent

25

1
J

Mews»pD^ IStairs,

to Remove Foreign Bodies From the Bye.

any metallic instrument for this purpose, Dr. C. D. Agnew
(AmericanPractitioner,May, 1884) would
advise you to use an instrument made in
the following manner: Take a splinter of
soft wood, pine or cedar, and whittle it
into the shape of a probe, making

it

about

Hand

Railing, Sash

am

>

BEJEUWKE8.
VAN OORT. & BEEUWKE8.

Holland, Mich.. April 2.

1884.
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ism

and, laying

it

upon your

Office

aehe, tallness after eating, aversion to
eiertion of bod? or mind, Eructation
of food, Irritability of temper, Eow
spirits, A feeling of having neglected
some duty, Dlxxlness, Flatteringat the
Heart^Dote before the eyes, highly colored Urine, CONSTIPATION;and do*
and Vice-President.
Authenticand exhaustive In
mand the use of a remedy that acts directly
fact, profuse and artisticIn Illustration,
conscienon the Liver, AflaLivermedloineTUTT'S
tious, forcible, brilliant in authorship.The StanPILLS have no equal. Their action on the
dard Campaign History. Authorized. Rich In
Kidneys and Skin is also prompt ; removing
matter but low In price-Ig.OO. The agents’
harvest. senu
Harvest,
Send cu
50 ere.
cts. ror
for oumi
outfit ana
and our special
special, all impurities through these three4* scavengers of the system, '* producing appetite, sound digestion, regular stools^a clear
once. The Campaign will be
_____
be short, but brilliant skin and a vigorous body. TUTT’S PILLS
_ _
• .VI a * a n
A si /I mi. a m
cause no nausea or griping ner interfere
and
orolltableto agents. Address
with daily work and are a perfect
N. D. THOMPSON & CO.. Publl*hers,
Sl Louis, Mo., or New YOrkClty

M

r*

.1

wanted for The Lives of all the
Presidentsof the U. 8. The
largest, handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice onr
price. The fastestselling book In America. Immense profitsto agents. All Intelligent people
want It. Any one can become a successful agent
Street, Terms free. Hallit Book Co., Portland, Maine.

TUTTS
HAIR DYE.
Gray Wira or Whiskers changed

Rim

and shop on

inliantiy to aGLossr Black by a single an|lon of thla Dte. Sold by Druggists,

near the corner of Tenth Street,

OHEI

forefinger,place

Rf

From these sources arise three-fourthsol
the diseases of the human race. These

AGENTS

furnished.

Holland, May

the pointed end of the stick in the center
of

W

U

Send six cents for pbstage,
and receive free, a costly box
HUNTLEY.
of goods which will help yon
to more money right away
17-tf. than anything else in this world. All, of either
sex, enceeed from first hoar. The broad road to

VAN

G. J.

H.

A PRIZE.

JAS.

take a small, loose flock of cotton,

V E

Brackets, etc. made and

the length of an ordinary dressing probe.

Then

a

Doors, Blinds, Mouldings

Before resorting to
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n

.

Planing and Re-sawing

GIVE VS A CALL.

Electric Bitters are sold at fifty cents a

L

and MALARIA.

BLAINE A LOGAN!
1884.
mill 1884.

done on short notice.

well.”

_

I

Bittersand seven boxes Bucklen’s Arnica
Salve, and

TORPID BOWELS,

DISORDERED

time.

|

glass, ETC.,

I used, instead,three bottles of Electric

for all

km'J? of buildings finfish tackle, ished and completed.

CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH,

TUTT'S
PILLS

authentic
editloi
_____ jn of hi* life. Published
at Aguata, hi* home. Largeat,
ibaadsomeat, cheapeat, best.
By the renowned historian and biographer,Col.
Conwell, whose life of Garfield, published by us,
outsold the twenty others by 60,000. Outsells
every book ever published in thla world; many
agents are sellingfifty dally. Agents are making
fortunes. All now beginners successful;grand
chance for them . $43.50 made by a lady agent the
first day. Terms most liberal. Particulars free.
Better send 25 cents for postage, etc., on free ontfit, now ready, includinglarge prospectusbook,
and save valuable
ALLBX & CO.,
Portland, Maine.
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ex-

alted Individuals and nations?

M.

Agents wanted for

HUNTLEY,
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27,

DURKN,
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fortune opens before the workers, absolutely sore.
At ones address Truk A Co.. Angina, Maine.
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it. Then turn the flock of cotton over

the end of the stick, winding it round and

round, so
you

as to

make

it

adhere firmly. If

at the ead of such

will look

a

file-like extremity, in the midst

City Meat Market

probe

with a two inch lens you will see that
quite rough, the fibers of cotton

The oldest established Stable

;e’

It

making a
of which

THE ONLY

VAN DUREN&

are little interstices. As the material is
soft, it will do do

brushed over

its

harm

CO.,

Props

when

to the cornea

surface.

When ready to remove the

foreign
In

body, have the patient rest his head
against your chest, draw the upper lid up
with the fore finger of yonr left hand, and
press the lower lid down with the middle

of this city to glye ns a “call.”

We

which the ferelgn body

Intend to keep ear market supplied with the

best and choicest meats that£can be proenred.

When

and

you do, opacity may follow, and the

nea will cause

a serious

diminutionin the

sharpness of vision.
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nothing tike Dr. Thomas* Ec-
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hoarseness. Written by Mrs. M. J. Fellows, Burr Oak, St. Joseph Co., Mich.
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Group.f^-UseDr. Thomas EcIt is

the best remedy

for all

attacks of colds, pain and Inflama-

lion, and Injuriei.
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der signatureof C. Blackett Robinson
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was cured of bilious headaches
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do not experiment—get the Original and Bl&t-
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Dr. Aartir’* Iron Tonio is for Sals tv au
Druoqists and Dealers Evirywhir*.
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Mortgage Sale.

DreM Goods*

Default having been made in the conditions of a
csrtaln mortgage dated May Fourth (4th),A.
1870, and executed by Robert Akerly and Sary
hts wife, to George W. Joscelyn, and
August second (tnd).A.D. 1870, in the offlee of
the Register of Deeds for Ottawa Coantv,Michl-

I

D.

Cotton*

Mich.

the working CUas. „ Bead 10 crate

YSim

25-tf

The strongest testimony to the value of Dr.
Hajtbr’s Iron Tonic is that frequent attempts
at counterfeitinghave only added to the popular-

goods, consisting of

btjri^iToXskets.
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not to break up the external elastic lamina;

allghteitopacity in the center of the cor-

as aheap,

..ITOKK TUB
can! assure onr patrons that the Laidpnr
In ajl_ those
chased of„us, is perfectly pnre and of fine quality.
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nerves
receive
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the mind and supplies Brain Power.
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the foreign body is ledged in the
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Holland, July 28th, 1882.
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center of the cornea, it ia most important
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I have the newest and best HEARSE In this
city,
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bedded, with the end of the cotten probe.
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than any party ia this city.
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Hiving latelyro-openedthe “City Meat Market’
the First Ward, we kindly invite the cltlzena

finger,and then delicately sweep the surface In
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Hamburg Edgings.

LADIES’ AND GENTS’ HANDIERCEIEFS,
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date of this notice,four hundred and ninetyThe ©nly reea lOBiruineui meae n living
seven dollars sad nineteen cents ($497.19,)and
no salt or proceedingsat law or in equity htvlng the patent Quatifrlnf tubes, giving the
been instituted to recover the debt or any part nearest approach In tone to .that of the
thereof secured by said mortgage, now.tkercfore,by plpo organ.
virtue of the power of sale In said mortgage
contained, and of the statute in such case made
and Droviiled,notice la hereby given that on the

Thirtieth
at

day of September,1884,

one o'clock In the afternoon of raid day, at the

